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SEASONS HAVE
OPENED
FAIR WEATHER AND BIG CROWDS
IN

Pittsburg at St. Louis.
Ixmls, April 11. Pittsburg and
St. Louis opened the National league
championship season here this after
noon. Harmon and Bliss looked after
the battery for the locals, opposing
Camnitz and Gibson of the visitors.
The local team won nine games out
of 22 played with Httsburgh last sea
son. Every member of the St. Louis
team was Baid this morning to be iu
STATE
excellent condition.

REPUBLICANS

St

OF

MICHIGAN ARE

INITIAL CONTE8TS
MANY

BY

CITIES.

Poltical iiKitivity (n both parties
has piweeded on the assumption that
the larger number was correct but
this now is questioned on the ground
FIR8T EXHIBITION IN NEW YORK
of congress
that the
IS BETWEEN THE
does not become effective until March
4 next.
RIVALS.
The question has created confusion but it will not affect the convention as the national committees
fixed the number of delegates arbi- Baseball Games Scheduled for 4 trari'y in accordance with the new
apixmionment.
Today.
The question was raised by a pub
National League;
lisher
engaged in preparing an elecNew York at Brooklyn, 4 p. m.
When presented to ofchart.
toral
Clear.
of
the house and senate and
ficials
Philadelphia at Boston, 3 p. m.
state
departments the basis of 490
Clear.
to be correct.
declared
was
m.
3
p.
Chicago at Cincinnati,
Nominations for the electoral colClear.
lege already have been made In sevPlttshurg at St. Louis, 3 p. m.
states on the basis of the new
eral
Clear.
apportionment of congress. The conAmerican League:
stitution of the United States proBoston at New York, 3 p. m.
vides that the electoral college Rhaii
Clear.
be based on the number of senators
Washington at Philadelphia, 3
to which the
and representatives
p. m. Clear.
states are entitled in "the congress."
Detroit at Cleveland, S p. m.
Some members of the judiciary comClear.
mittee contend that "the congress"
3
m.
St. Louis at Chicago,
p.
means the existing congress, lnsteal
Clear.
of an enlarged congress based upoi
reapportionment.
GIANTS

OLD-TIM-

E

BOTH LATER GAIN ADMISSION
ATTEMPTS TO PERFECT TEMPORARY ORGANIZATION

CAUSE
GREAT DISORDER.

1

voted

The committee then elected Shields
temporary chairman and went ahead
with seating arrangements
for the
delegates, who waited impatiently in
ithe 8treet- Roosevqlt leaders mean- i while conferred at a hotel several
squares distant and prepared to go to
I
the convention and seat their tempo
former Secretary of
Philadelphia, April 11.- - The joint rary chairman,
the
Truman
Navy
Newberry of Deof the miners and operators, anointed at yesterday's con troit. Shields told the militia and
admlt on,y tho8e
ference wi,ll meet at tbe Reading P,ice
wlth
cards
bearinS the signature of
a
Terminal this afternoon and begin
Paul H. King, of the state
Secretary
demands
of
discussion
the
practical
K.nox
tne
instructed
of the anthracite mine workers. The committee.
no one to enter unto
allow
guards
submission of the dispute to arbitra
he carried a card bearin hls Big"
tion by referring It to the anthracite less
naturestrike commission as proposed by the
After receiving the conflicting
operators, will not come about un-there is absolutely no chance of ders tne guards opened the front
the
coming to a satis-- ; doors, but only the delegates bearing
signed by Secretary King were
factory understanding.
A curious fact In the appointment admitted. Thus Taft forces filled the
of four members hall while Roosevelt men strove to
to the
entrance through side roors, win- by each side is that five of the eight gain
s
of the con- - dows and the basement. The
men constitute
board, and in effect the men Hg chairmen attempted at the some
who now have the matter in hand moment to open the convention, W.
practically are the conciliation board D. Gordon of Midland, a Roosevelt
which was created by the strike com- - man, sprang to the stage and attemptmission and which is condemned byl ed to address the convention. He
the miners as a useless body. The ip 'was hurled from the stage by B. F.
dependent operators are not directly Cremer of Marquette, a Taft man.
Police and militia forced back a
represented in the subcommittee
hundred men who sought to engage
Miners Meet In Des Moines.
in the fight precipitated by Gordon
Des
Moines,
la., April It. The and Cremer. All attempts to quit
Thirteenth district convention United the excited delegates seemed useless.
Mine Workers of America, met here
Despite great disorder, both the
will
and
continue
Taft
and Roosevelt forces attempted
probably
today
weeks. A new constitution will at the same time to organize the conThe nearly vention. Two large policemen stood
come up for discussion.
fifteen thousand miners of District guard over Mr. Beveridge, who bad
13 voted yesterday on accepting the been swept back from his seat during
new wage agreement drafted by un- the Gordon-Creme- r
fight
ion officials and operators at CleveThe Roosevejlt forces named thess
Governor Chase S.
land, Ohio. The result of the ballot- delegates-at-large- :
ing will not be known for several Oaborn, Charles Nichols, Detroit;
days.
Sybrant Wesselius, Grand Rapids; H.
It is said the proposal will be ac- P. Boughey, Traverse City; Theodora
Joslyn, Adrian; W. D. Gordon, Midcepted.
land.
While Secretary King attempted to
Miners Favor Two Year Contract.
Indianapolis, Ind., April 11. "Nine- get a vote on temporary chairman,
ty per cent of the soft coal miners Gordon resumed his speech amid con- -

still

Detroit at Cleveland.
Cleveland, Ohio., April 11 Wita
the weather forcmst reading "Mr
and warmer" indications are that the
Detroit and Clevelind teams will o,en
the local American league i.is.m under Weal conditions th'.a afternoon.
Cleveland probably presen's the most
leayouthful makeup in the American
a
first
and
two
outfielders
gue with
baseman new to the M leagues, a
men ;ia-- l
trig
sprinkling of one-yeCleveland's
In
addition.
of veterans.
manager, Harry Davis, Is fervor his
first season as a major tea?ue i Hot.
"

Champions Pay Senators.
Philadelphia, April 11. Pine weather favored the opening of the American league championship season here
today, when the world's champions
met the Washington team The Athletics expected to take the field with
two of their stars missing. Baker has
a
a slightly wrenched back and
bruised wrist. Bach team sent a star
pitcher into the box.

Ird

St. Louis at Chicago.
Chicago, April 11. The opening
game of the American league season
between Chicago and St. Louis was

played here today. Pitcher Walsh
and Catcher Sullivan, two favorite' of
the American league, were Manager
Callahan's battery selection. Mayor
Carter H. Harrison was expected to
throw the first ball.
Chicago Nationals at Cincinnati.
April 11. With the exception of one man, the teams from this
city and Chicago that opened the National (league baseball season here
today were the same that took part
in the closing games of the season
of 1911. Lennox Is the new man on
the Chicago team. The prediction was
for fair weather
Chicago,
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PROVIDES

FOR

TWO

HOUSES

TODAY IN CONGRESS.
THE SENATE
Washington, April 11. Senate: In
session 2 p. m.
Beet sugar interest protested to
finance committee against house free
sugar bill.
Free tolls for American vessels on
Panama canal were advocated before
interocean canals committee.
House: Met at noon.
Considered District of Columbia legislation.
Steel trust investigating committee
began hearing of three ore experts,
its last witnesses before close of inquiry.
committee
Banking) and currency
decided to begin "money trust" in
vestigation April 17.

HARMONY FLIRTING
WITH

LEGISLATURE

TODAY SITUATION LOOKS
EARLY
AGREEMENT
TWEEN TWO HOUSES

LIKE
BE-

Santa Fe, N. M., April 11. That
oil had been poured upon the troubled
waters of the legislative house was
evident today, as was also the fact
tnat tlle repubRfcan organization was
'esammg control or me situation It
r..'-was .efllyb bri'-of the house
that was held, followed by a meeting
of the commit lee on ways and means
Both houses adjourned to Monday to
permit the angry waters to subside.
The senate passed the house memorial to congress asking that part of
the Navajo and Jicarilla reservations
be alloted and the remainder thrown
open to settlement, that lands unnecessarily reserved for reclamation
and power sites be thrown open to
lands
settlement, that all
be eliminated from the forest reserves
and that no further reserves be created by executive order.
A strong move is on foot for the
of Senator Fall when the
legislature convenes again next veek.
Former Governor Mills is in Santa Fe
and is using his influence in behalf
of Senator Fall. The republican executive committee held a meeting last
night and was busily engaged until
2 o'clock this morning. The members
met with Speaker Baca, John Baron
of the ways
and
Burg, chairman
means committee, and James W. Chavez. It Is understood that negotiations are under way to eliminate any
friction between the republicans and
to unite the members of the party In
the legislature.
Practically no work has been done
in either house today although several unimportant Wis were introduced.
In the debate on the memorial to congress concerning Indian reservations
Senator Barth fought the adoption of
the measure, asserting the Indians
were entitled to every acre of land
they had. He said he would give them
more if it were possible to do so.
Barth declared the Indians deserved
some consideration as they formerly
owned the whole North American
continent.
Crampton asked why he
did not introduce a bill returning the
continent to them, declaring he would
vote for such a measure. Hlnkle said
the Indians, like the old time cattlemen, will be obliged to adjust themselves to present conditions. Tn a
scholarly address Senator Burns declared the Indians should be assigned to agricultural lands and should be
taught how to use them.
In the house the chief Incident was
a point of personal privilege In which
Representative Burg referred to a
certain newspaper article concerning
him as a He. He was called to order by
the speaker for using unparliamentary
language. A petition from people residing in Las Vegas requesting the
primary
passage of a preferential
law was presented to the legislature
non-timb-

today.

IS TO BE NOMINATBODY WHILE THE LOWER
BRANCH IS ELECTIVE

PROTECTS RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
NEW

ZA

I

When a Man la Broke
He Oom to
Pieces.

'DailfVfajtfm

LEGISLATIVE

BODY

I
garding the interpretation of the home
rule bill is to be settled by appeal to
the judicial committee of the privy
council. The Irish senate Is to con
sist of 40 members and the house of
representatives of 164, of wnlri Ulster
U to have 59 and the unlversties
two. The senate is to be composed of
nominated members.
In the first Instance the imperial
executive is to control the nomina
'lone with a view to assuring the rep MESSAGE FROM MADRID THROWS
resentation of the minority. The nora
ENTIRE WORLD INTO GENUINE
;natlons are to be for a fixed erm
SORROW
and as the members retire by roll
tiou. the vacancies will be filled by
the Irish executive. In case of dis DENIED
FROMJHE VATICAN
agreement the two houses are to sit
in joint session.
The lord lieutenant la to be head of PIUS X, WHILE IN POOR HEALTH,
IS NOT IN ALARMING
the executive. There will be no religious bar and he will hold office for
CONDITION
a fixed term. The authority of the
with
executive Is to be
TODAY
that of the Irish parllment. The 164 RECEIVED VISITORS
representatives are to be elected by
the existing constituencies, but no DELAY IN GETTING
ADVICES
constituency Is to have less than
ROM
FROM
ECAUSE8
MUCH
population. The collection of all
ANXIETY
taxes Is to remain in the Imperial service and they will be paid Into the
imperial exchequer, which is to pay
Borne, April 11. 4:27 p. m. There
over to the Irish executive an amount is no truth in the
report circulating
equivalent to the expenditure on through the world, based on a tele
Irish services at the time of the pass- gram from Madrid, that the
pope is
ing of the act. An additional 2,500,- - dead. The pope continues his dally
000 is to be paid to Ireland the first
audiences. He received today Caryear, and this will diminsh by $250,-00- dinal Delia Volpe, Prince Borghese,
yearly until it Is reduced to $1, 000,-00- Senor de Estrada, the Argentine min
The postal services are to be ister at the Vatican and his
family
handed over to Ireland.
and Count and Countess Jonghe.
The Irish parliament Is to have towards the
pontiff greeted several
power to reduce or to discontinue the Italians and foreign personages.
imperial taxes excepting the income
tax and the stamp and estate duties
The cable dispatch from Rome sent
It will also have power to alter the at 4:27 p. m. and received in this
excise duties but except in the case
country shortly before noon, disposof beer and spirits it Is debarred from ed of the
alarming report sent from
adding to the customs duties anything Madrid and circulated throughout the
which will give a greater increase world
early in the day that Pope Pius
than ten per cent The Irish repre- X was dead.
sentation av Westminster Is to be 42
The first report said the Papal Nun
members one for every 100.000 pop- ciature at Madrid had confirmed a
ulation
private dispatch received there an
Sir Edward Carson, leader of the
nouncing the pope's death. A similar
Irish unionist party, denounced the
was received in London from
as ridiculous dispatch
Madrid.
from
Meantime the cabl
?rvernraent's proposal
and declared that, the Rome was Bilent and for neaac three
safeguards In the bill were delusions. hours no direct communication could
If the government passed the meas be had from that
city.
ure, Sir Edward said, it would have
Urgent efforts from the capitals of
no power on earth to resist the fur
Europe, by telegraph and long disther demands of the Irish national- tance telephone connection shortly
ists.
Information from the Italian
John Redmond, the leader oS Ibe
capital. Paris secured a long disnationalist party, pronounced tho hill tance
telephone connection sholty bea great measure, which would bo ade- fore noon and was Informed that the
quate to carry out tho objects of its Madrid report was untrue.
promoters. He unhesitatingly advised
Immediately following this tlegraph
the forthcoming nationalist conven- and cable dispatches direct from
tion to accept the bill.
Rome gave the seme Information that
the Madrid report of the pontiff's
death was untrue. Pope Pus has
REBELS ARE GETTING
been in poor health bat at no time has
his condition reached a critical stage
IN BAD WITH U. S. or one giving serious cause for apprehension of those about him.

BASELESS RUMOR
DECLARES POPE

ASQUITH

Bay City, Mich., April 11. Michi
gan republicans split today iu a convention featured by fist figftts and the
calling out of state troops. The Roosevelt leaders r.ud delegates, after electing a national delegation, withdrew to
carry the question of disputed delegates' before the national convention
at Chicago. The Taft forces claimed
the regular convention and began
their organization.
They also will
elect six delegates to the national
convention.
While state troops held the front
entrance to the armory against eighteen hundred delegates and contested
delegates to the Michigan stats republican convention today, Taft members of the state central committee
were admitted through a small side
entrance and Taft followers thus se
cured the first strategic
advantage
over the Roosevelt .men.
The Taft members, who were head-by Acting Committee
Chairman
ei
TODAY'S BASEBALL
Robert H. Shields of Houghton, were
National League
R. H. E. followed into the armory by Chairman Knox and former United States
11.
Boston... 7 12
Boston, April
4
9 1 Senator Albert J. Beveridge of IndiPhiladelphia
Batteries Perdue and Kling; Alex- ana, who also came through the side
entrance. Knox at once voiced emander and Dooln.
phatic protest against the action oi
his committee members out he was

New York, April 11. The baseball
season of 1912 opened In New York
at 3:30 today with contests scheduled
In both New York and Brooklyn. The
weather Is clear. At American league park the New York Yankees
crossed bats with the Boston Red
Sox while the New York Giants, cham
plong of the National league, opened COMMITTEE
MEETS
the season with the Supeibas in
Washington park, Brooklyn.
IN PHILADELPHIA
Manager Wolverton of the Yankees
would
probsaid today that Caldwell
ably pitch. The choice of Boston Is
likely to be O'Brien. Rube Marqunrd MINERS AND OPERATORS
HOPE TO COME TO AfN
and Nap Rucker are scheduled to opAGREEMENT.
In
other
Brooklyn.
each
pose

HOM E RULE

ED

I

f

CITY EDITION.

known speakers have been engaged
to address the convention, among
them J. A. McDonald of Toronto, P.
B. Parnsworth of New York, L. W.
CONVENTION IS MARKED Messer of Chicago, Walter M. Wood PREMIER
MAKES
IN
SPEECH
of Philadelphia and Dr. Charles W
HOUSE OF COMMON8 IN BE- FIST FIGHTS AND RIOT
Kent of the University of Virginia.CALLS.
HALF OF IRELAND

ciary-

THE

VIRGINIA Y. M. C. A.
Roanoke, Va., April 11. Many delegates are In Roanoke for the annual
convention of the Young Men's Christian associations of Virginia, which
meets tonight for a session that will
continue until Monday.
Many wall

IERVICE

11, 1912.

SPLIT

HOW MANY VOTES?
Washington, April 11. A rulins
as to
NATIONALS
AND AMERICANS from the department of Justice
THE MILITIA IS CALLED OUT
whether the, electoral college that will
choose the next president of the UniBOTH BIG ORGANIZATIONS HAVE ted States shall consist of 490 or 531 TA FT FORCES GAIN POSSESSION
members has been asked for by memMANY NEW MEN IN THE
OF HALL AND ORDER ROOSEbers of the house committee on Judi
VELT MEN EXCLUDED.
VARIOU8 LINEUPS.

BROOKLYN AND

APRIL
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London, April 11. The Irish home
rule bill, the third effort made by liberal governments of the United King
dom in 25 years to settle the quarrel
between Great Britain and Ireland, was
introduced in the house of commons
today by Premier Asquith.
Britishers have become inured to
political upheavals in the recent
years, so the crowded chamber that
greeted Mr. Asquith when he nailed
up the home rule flag today was a
special tribute to the historic importance of the occasion. The galleries
set apart for the diplomatic corps,
peers and the public were filled to
capacity, while every seat in the
house was occupied and an overflow
of members stood on the gongways.
Premier Asquith was greeted with
prolonged cheers from the national
ists and leberals when he rose to
speak. The vote of Ireland, he said.
was preponderantly in favor of home
rule and the right of a relatively small
majority in Dlstee'Ml veto the will
of the vast majority
the Irish peo
ple could not be admitted.
He had always presented the cause
of home rule for Ireland as the first
step in a larger scheme of evolution.
The separate concerns of the different parts of the United Kingdom
could, he said, never be treated
until they had been handed
over to their special representatives.
"Premier Asquith took up the narrative of home rule at the point at
which the late Wiliam Bwart Glad-stoaleft off 19 years ago, pointing
da(t that through all the political
changes and through peace and war
the insistence and persistence in the
Irish demand for home rule had remained constant.
The cardinal principle of the present home rule bill is, said the premier, the supreme authority of the
imperial parliament, while at the
same time real autonomy Is conferred on Ireland regarding Irish concerns. The bill provides for the establishment of an Irish parliament
of a senate and a house of represen
tatives with power to make laws for
peace, order and good government in
Ireland.
The bill provides that the matters
be excluded from the control of the
Irish parliament are the crown, the
army and the navy, imperial affairs,
the Irish land purchase and the old
age pensions and national Insurance
acts, the Irish constabulary, the post- office savings banks and public loans
in addition to those included in the
home rule bin of 1893, which left the
customs under the control of the Im
perial government.
The Irish constabulary is to be automatically transftrred to the Irish
government after six years, and power Is given to the Irish parliament
to demand the transfer of the old age
pensions and Insurance act to its control on giving a year's notice. The
Irish parliament Is debarred from altering the home rule bill or the now-eto appeal to the privy council.
Provision is made for the proteo
tion of religious equality and stipulating that the Irish parliament can
not make laws, directly or Indirectly,
to establish or to endow any religion
or to prohibit the free exercise thereof or to give a preference or privilege
any religon or to make any religious
crmony a condition of validity of any
marriage.
The lord lieutenant of Ireland is to
have the power to veto or suspend
any bill on the instruction of the Imperial executive. Any question re
y

e

0

ct

Error Caused Report.
Madrid, Spain, April 11. The official Spanish news agency explains
that its statement that the Pope was
Washington, April 11. If develop- dead was due to an error in a mesments in Mexico should warrant the sage received from Rome at the Papal
United States to consider recogniz- Nunciature here. It is believed the
ing the beligerency of the rebels, the error occurred In the deciphering of a
Washington government would bo in- code message.
fluenced by the present attitude of
the insurrectos toward state departRECALL CAUSES ROW
ment protests, it was said today.
Department officials pointed to the
AMONG ARIZONIANS
of C. A.
delay before the release
Heberlein, a mining engineer at Jimenez, Mexico, and to the execution
AND SENATE ARE UNof Thomas Fountain at Parral, as acts HOUSE
AGREE UPON WHAT
TO
ABLE
exwhich did not bear out previous
ACTION TO TAKE.
of
friendship.
pressions
Anticipating a tie up on '.he eutiic
clash
Phoenix, Ariz., April
railway system in Mexico, soon, many
constitutional
over
the proposed
Americans are departing, according
to the advices to the state depart- amendment providing for the recall
ment. The strike on the National of the Judiciary occupied today be
tween the senate and the house. The
IS.
railways is set
constitutional amendments committee
of the judiciary occurred today
Railroad Employes Quit
embill, as amended by the senate
El Paso, Tex., April 11. All
on record as favoring the re
to
railCentral
place
Mexican
of
the
ployes
of
judge" every legislator voting
road in Chihuahua have been ordered call
for
amendment, be rejected. An
the
he
leave
chiefs
to
by their operatng
service of the road and report to amicable agreement on the measure
HI
in
Paso. will be attempted by referring It to a
their superintendent
Most of them obeyed the order today. special Joint committee of the two
Practically all the employes in Jua houses.
rez quit work. The understanding
TEN MILES OF SHADE TREES.
is that these employes will receive
Kennewick, Wash., April 11. The
Cenidle.
The
their usual pay though
tral is a Mexican government prop- people of Kennewick today planted
trees along the
erty and the men are ordered to 'eave ten miles of shade
its service so that the rebels will be hank of the Columbia river as their
state-wid- e
obhampered In their operation of train3. contribution to the
in
Business
of
servance
Arbor
sever
day.
were
rebels
delayed
the
Today
generally suspended
al hours in ser;rinu crews to take the town was
while the citizens turned out cn
masse for the tree planting.
(Continued on Page Pour).
IN KILLING FOUNTAIN DID NOT WIN THEM OFFICIAL FRIENDSHIP
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GIRLS LOSE TOO

PR0PO8EO
CAN INSTITUTION
BE CREATED.

Avoid

MAY

Santa Fe, N. M., April 11. The
American Institute proposed In the
measure Introduced hv Speaker R. L.
Baca and which Is rinding enthusiastic support both within and without
the state, will probably be given 160
acres by the city of Santa Fe for Its
campus. The institute is to look on
one side to the United States, and on
the other toward the large number of
Spanish-Americanations of the con
tinent, who will each eventually, en
dow chairs and send here their most
eminent scholars Just ag Germany
and the United States at present ex
The larger
change professorships.
universities of both continents will
endow scholarships for
young
men who speak Spanish and have
been grounded in international law
and other studies that are prerequisites in foreign service. Of course
the Institute would be world famous
and the new state would glory In this
its first great achievement.
The house committee on privileges
and elections virtually decided this
afternoon that Remlgio Ixpez of Mora
county, whose seat was contested, by
Mareelino Martinez, should retain it.
Senate.
After the routine "reliminaries the
senate at once took up the Introduction of bills, two of the three measures being Identical with the measures introduced in the house
this
n

It

Dictionary

1

AM WEBSTER?

it is ft NEW CRFA- the world's thought,
action ftnd culture. The only

lU--

a

ft

increased migration to northern Ne.--'
Mexico and Increase the traffic further west througn M;e state.
The new line, work on which has
been started, will tap five counties In
southwest of Kansas now without railroad. The line starts at Dodge
and passes through
City, Kansas,
Ford, Gray, Haskell, Grant, Stanton,
Stevens and Morton counties in Kansas, Baca county, Colorado, and Union
county, New Mexico. The main pur
pose of the line is to shorten distance
and avoid s'.eei' grades.
For the present, construction ion
tracts wil be confined to Kanss, A
contract has been
for the construction of 60 miles of the line out of
Dodge City through Ford, Gray and
"Haskell counties to the southwestern
corner of th- latter. Material for this
construction has been assembled at
Dodge City since January I, but work
has been delayed by the unusually
severe wealber. Orndrs now are at
work and track layors will foi:ow
MM.
The construction now under way
will bring the line to a townsite In
Haskell county, where it is proposed
to establish a division. Here also will
be a Junction of two lines- - one continuing southwest through Stevens
and Morton counties, the other running west across Grant and Stanton
counties. With these lines completed
o longer will be a Kansas
ther
county without a railroad.
The branch line out of Haskell
county probably will stop at Johnson.
the county seat of Stanton county.
The main line will cross the Cimarron
river and extend on to Hugoton, the
county seat of Stevens county. The
survey for neither line out of Haskell
has been made, but it is expected the
work will start first on the main line.
Saliva Fe offlclalsjre expecting the
Jie new lines to
cqastsuctlon of
turn a tide of new settlers into these
Kansas counties. A
southwestern
large number of new settlers already
have found homes since the annunce
ment of the Santa Fe's project.
The new counties are said to he
well adapted to agriculture. Their
to 3,000
altitude varies from 2,900
feet, but the soil is fertile and water
Tn Morton county are flowplentiful.
ing wells, which could, but never have
been employed in Irrigation.
This country 30 years ago was a
beef country and the pasture of but
t'alo.
Small farmers coming In tak
ins isolated quarters gradually increasing in numbers made the cultivation of feed necessary, thus giving
rise to agriculture. The country is
reputed to be the banner country of
the world In the production of brooin

"I

am a stenogand Lydia E.
Pinkham s Vegetable Compound has
saved my life. I am
enjoying the best of
health now, but I was
suffering from female troubles and

lt

painful periods,
and would have

backache, headache
and fainting spells.

-

If any woman would
like to write to me
I will gladly answer her letter and tell
her what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Mrs.
Compound has done for me."
Mattie Copenhaver, Tishomingo, Okla.

bill was finally recommitted to the
committee on railroads.
Senator McCoy nnounced that im
forenoon.
Senate Bill No. 73, by Holt, to portant postofflce business called him
make October 12, Columbus day. Re- home to Mountainair and that he had
There
ferred to the committee on state af- paired with Senator Evans.
were a number of committee an
fairs.
Senate Bill No. 74, by Alldredge, a nouncements and then the senate ad
blfl to regulate garnishment proceed- journed.
House.
ings. A recent supreme court deciSpeaker Baca was in the chair,
sion in New Mexico practically made
the present garnishee law Ineffective, prayer roll call, reading of journal
House Bill No. 66 by Skidmore, an
and the measure introduced In the
house and senate today is favored by act to provide that the 12th day of
the New Mexico Retail Dealers' aBso- - October shall be a legal holiday and
clatoin. Referred to committee on ju shall be called Columbus day.
House Bill No. C6, by Campbell, an
diciary.
Senate Bill No. 75, by Evans, to act providing for the preparation and
make the seduction af a female un filing of maps, drawings, blue prints
make the seduction of a female un of cities and towns.
House Bill No. 67, by Campbell, an
U the cjknmltlee on judiciary.
act
amending section 26, chapter 63,
on
recom
committee
ine
rules
of
mended amendment of senate rules Laws of 1909, exempting heads
families from garnishment in certain
Nos. 3 and 50. Adopted.
Committee on railroads reported cases.
House Bill No. 68, by Gurule, an
Senate Bill No. 24, prohibiting the
act
providing! for the control of comof
drinking
intoxicating liquors on
railroad trains, at railroad depots or munity acequlas. Irrigation.
House Bill No. 69, by Trujillo, an
at other specified railroad property,
The passage of the bill, with several act for appraisement of damages comamendments, was recommended, but mitted by animals of known owners
after an animated lebate, the bill on cultivated lands. State affairs.
House Bill No. 70, by Cordova, an
was recommitted. One of the com
mittee amendments was to permit the act relating to the title of real estate,
.
sale of liquors on Pullman buffet cars. udiclary.
A message from the governor anHinkle offered an amendment to prohibit the sale of intoxicants on any nounced that he had signed the folcars. "To permit the man on the lowing:
Pullman to get all the booze he deSenate Bill No. 31, providing for
sires and cutting out the man on the the printing of bills and resolutions
day coach," said Hinkle, "does not and appropriating $750 for mailing
seem equitable. We have had expert the bills; Senate Joint Resolution adence witn tbis on the pecos Valley journing both houses from March 81
lines. People from Texas would take to April 4; Senate Bill No. 28, provid
a seat in a Pullman, immediately ing for the time of holding court in
upon crossing the une. This Is class the Fourth Judicial district; Senate
Barth followed up by Joint Memorial No. 1, asking congress
legislation."
Baying that millionaires, members of to pass the three years' homestead
the senate and wealthy people In gen- law; and Senate Joint Resolution No.
eral can afford to travel in Pullman 2 to supply each legislator with a copy
cars while others are compelled to of the Complied Laws of 1897.
travel In a day coach. Holt replied
Speaker Baca announced the com
that the abuses which the measure mittee of thirty on ways and means,
sought to correct occur in the day a steering cbmhtltteft, a house within
coaches; that as extensively as he the house, to which will be referred
had traveled, he had never noticed all measures for raising revenue, all
the abuse in a Pullman car and that bills carrying appropriations or havbill
any conductors in the state will bear ing any financial provisions. If a
committhis
out this assertion. Mabry and others is reported favorably by
took part in the debate before the tee, It is certain to pass the house,
because the committee has upon it a
majority of representatives and representing of all parties, having eight
democrats, three progressives and 19
republicans, as lollows:
John B. Burg, Marcos C. de Baca,
Juan D. CasadoS, James W Chaves,
John J. Clancy, Thomat F. Cooney,
Tf vou are suffering from Ecezema,
or any other kind of skin Manuel Cordova, Rafael Garcia, A. S.
pcorlaai
trouble, drop into our store for lnntant
relief. tVe will guarantee you to stop Goodell, Thomas A. Gurule, Conrad N.
that lteh in two seconds.
W. H. H.
We liave Bold other remeHe for skin Hilton, Tranquiilno Labadle,
troubles, but none that we ooutd recom- Llewellyn. Jose Lobato, Remlgio Lomend as highly as this, a mild wash of
Oil of Wintergreen Thymol and a few pez, J. P. Lucero, M. P. Manzanares,
oth.r ingredients that have wioiiKht
Manuel C. Martinez, Duncan McGill-ivrauch wonderful cures all over the counLuis R. Montoya, Presillano
try.
This compound Is known as D.D.D.
for Eczema and It will cool Moreno, James W. Mullens, W. W.
Prescription
stnd heal the Itchy, burning skin as
Nichols, Francisco Quintana, S. J.
else can.
nothing
A z r trial bottle will prove it
Smith, Julian Trujillo, George H. Tur.
Of course all other druggists have
you ker, Antonio D. Vargas, John A.
Prescription ko to them Ifsoma
Tinncome
to us but don't accept
can't
Young, R. L. Baca.
substitute.
If
But
you come to our etore, we are
bt certain of what D.D.D. will do for you
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
bottle on
that we offer yonif a fulldosize
not find that Take LAXATIVE
you
BROMO Quinine
thi iriiarantec:
ONCE
AT
It
Itch
it mke eway the
Tablets. Druggists refund money If
costs you not a cent.
tt falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sle
K. B. GOOOALL
East Las Vegas, N. M.
nature Is on eacn box. 25c.

International
nu

corn.

Ordinarily the rainfall in this

sec-

tion Is ample for agricultural purposes, and by practicing dry farming,
it is said to be possible to raise almost any crop. Flowing wells in
Morton county go 1,300 feet deep,
but It Is proposed to drill them to sea

HIS TROUBLE

NOT OF HEART
Facts In Regard To F.
Huffman's Illness. Relief Obtained By Curing His
Stomach Ailments.

Real

Your Druggist
Stops That Itch

R.

new unabridged dictionary in
many years.
Because 11 defines over 400,000
words; more than ever
before appeared between two
covers, a 700 Paget. 6000

'

" n only dictionary
with the new divided
page. A "Stroke of Genius."
Because iB an encyclopedia in
a single volume.
Reran ' ia accepted by the
Courts, Schools and
Press aa the one supreme au-

Because

B

I

thority.

wh0 kn
Wi"
Sncceaa. Let us tell

Because
.

yon about this new work.

MM

Wam

tor ismlaii at as
sft.
C A C MIRIAM CO.. rasllis 1, SsWWU, sW
Maatisa lass saps, mdnFUI a art t patUt aupi.

level and utilize the water tor irrigation, should it become necessary. Santa Fe officials are placing their hopes
for the new section high, and they
confidently believe that in a few
years the southwest section of Kansas will come into its own and vie
with the older sections of that great
agricultural state in the production
and valuation of its crops and live
stock.

WOULD LIMIT BOUTS TO
FORTY-FIV- E

ROUNDS

BILL REGULIN
PRIZE FIGHTING
NEW MEXICO

TRIPP INTRODUCES
ATING

April 11 The opponents1 of the fight game entered a
punch in the solar plexus iu the senate. Today the house countered with
a jab to the jaw.
Representative George W. Tripp, of
introduced in
San Miguel
county,
the house yesterday a bill to regulate boxing contests in New Mexico.
The bill is very specific in its provisions and should be satisfactory to
every true followter of the art of self
defense In this state.
It permits boxing contests under the
Marquis of Queensberry rules with
gloves which are to weigh not less
than five ounces, provided the contest does not last more than 45
rounds.
The second paragraph of the bill
provides that each participant in a
boxing contest shall submit himself
to a physical examination by two reputable physicians and obtain a certificate signed by both of said physicians to the effect that his physical
condition is such that no danger Is
reasonable to be anticipated from engaging in such a contest; that this
certificate shall be delivered to the
sheriff of the county in which the
contest is to take place not more
than 24 hours before the contest and
that a violation of this provision of
the act shall be punished by a fine
of not more than ?1,0(W) or Imprison
ment for not more than six months.
The bill also prohibits the sale of
liquor in any building or enclosure
where a contest is to be held and
provides a like penalty for a violation
of this provision.
For boxng contests of more than
20 rounds a license fee of $1,000 must
be paid. For contests of less than 20
rounds a license fee of five per cent
of the gross receipts obtained from
the gate money must be paid, provided, however, that no license fee be
less than $25. The money derived
from fight fees is to go into the good
roads fund.

Santa Fe,

N.

11,

1912.
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New

THE MERRI

How important Is the construction
of the Swn-tof the new Oolmor cut-oFe Is not generally realized lp Las
Vegas. It will not only have tho effect
of opening up to immediate settle
ment the southwestern part of Kansas but It will inevitablv bring in an

St
Another Girl's Experience.
book-keepe- r,

WEBSTEftS

field of

fci) Dean

Okla.

I

SANTA FE'S LINE FROM KANSAS
WILL BENEFIT NORTHERN
NEW MEXICO

There is nothing that teaches more
than experience. We therefore quote
from the letters '.if two girls who suffered and were n stored to health. The
same remedy is within reach of all.
"Prior to taking
Brooklyn, N. Y.
the first bottle of I.y.fta E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound I suffered agony
every month, but after your wonderful
medicine had been taken a while I felt a
little better, and after taking seven bottles of it I feel that I can truly say I
have no more pain or inconvenience,
"As I am out in the business world as
a stenographer, I come in contact with
many girls, and when the opportune moment arrives I tell them about the Vegetable Compound and I know that quite
a few are taking it" Helen Canet,

Tishomingo,
rapher and

1
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Two Girls Tell How To

PAN-AME-

APRIL

WHY OWN

CUT-OF- F

WILLDRAW NEW

MUCH TIME

UNIVERSITY
NEWLY

COLMOR
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EVERY LINE OF THESE WAISTS.
We haven't attempted to feature anv one line, but all sorts
are amply represented. Chiffon and Messaline are the leaders
among silk waists, while white waists are hete in a profuse array,
comprising; an endless variety of models and styles. Every taste
preference will, be easily suited in this splendid gathering".
Surely your Spring wardrobe demands many new waists, so you
cannot help but be interested in this comprehensive assemblage.
Bs sure to come while the showing is at its best and newest.
An excellent variety of dainty Lingerie waists in all the newest
models, at only
$1a25
to
other
at
Many
styles
$ta75 $5.00
Attractive Silk waists in a variety of styles,

$300

$3.50

Other Models at

to $10. OO

Las Vojfaaloadina Store

Eatdbliahad

Sou th 3i do Pit: ia

1862

COLONIST RATES

HI

TO

ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA. MEXICO
and the
NORTHWEST.
On Sale March 1st. to April 15th.
PHOENIX,

LOS ANGELES,
AND

SAN DIEGO, SAN FRANCISCO

INTERMffflATES.

$25 OO

LIBERAL STOP OVER
PRIVILEGE.

For Further Information Gall on or Write
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EVERYBODY READS THE

US

VEGAS OPTIC

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at atake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

1

Black-Draug-

YOU CAN SEE "SPRING"

sea-sonso-

tf you want to get the want you
WaynesViiie.N. C Mr. F. R. Huffman,
of this city, says : " suffered dreadfully want to Bet. you want to get your
ant In a want getter. The Optic
with what I thought was heart trouble
wants you to get the want you want
and tried various medicines in vaia.
to get Try the ' Want Ads" and sec
After other remedies had failed, Thed-for- d
s
restored me to
BALL SEASON BEGINS
health. I would not feel sate without
New York, April 11. After a month
in the house. I considei
practice work, and exhibition games,
it worth its weight in gold.
the two major baseball leagues start
It cured my indigestion, and by this today on the championship season of
means I was restored to health. I can 1912. The indications point to aggres
not express my gratitude for its benef its." sive and well contested campaigns in
Good health depends on the condition both organizations.
The 16 teams
of your digestion. Poor digestion and start the race as follows:
good health do not go together.
National Philadelphia at Boston,
Thedford's Black-Draug- ht
will New York at Brooklyn, Chicago at
at St.
thoroughly cleanse and set in order youi Cincinnati and Pittsburgh
Louis.
digestive system.
American St. Louis at Chicago, DeIt has done this for others, during the
70
at Cleveland, Washington at
and
is
the
troit
mosl
past
years,
today
popular vegetable liver remedy on the Philadelphia and Boston at New York.
market. Try it.
Insist on Thedford's. Price 25c
Everybody read The Optic.
Black-Draug-

a4

Emma Carus has a new vaudeville
act called "The Lifer."
Lulu Olaser is now under her own
management and doing nicely.
Dorothea Sadler is supporting Felice Morris and Edmund Reardon In
"In 1909."
Thomas Jefferson Is plavlag in a
dramatization of "The Cricket on the
Hearth. '
David Higgins is uow appearing in
condensation of his plav
a one-a"Piney Ridge."
Gertrude Eliot will remain under
Charles Frohman's management next
season.
Thomas E. Shea Is soon to present
called
in vaudeville a new sketch
"The Run on the Bank."
Mrs. Langtry has arranged to make
vaudeville tour of the TJnl
a
ted States next season.
William Allen White's novel en
titled "A Certain Rich Man," is to
be put on the stage for next season.
Walker Whiteside and his entire
company are to be seen In "The Typhoon" In London during the spring.
Margaret Mayo, author of "Baby
Mine," Is at present writing a play
which Is to be ready for production
next season.
Donald
Julia Sanderson and
Brian
will be starred during the next
by Charles Frohmen In new
musical comedies.
Wish Wynne, the English singer,
who made a highly favorable Impression in this country, Is to have an
other American tour.
Soon after the close of her tour In
The Runaway" Miss Blllle Burke in
tends to revisit Paris, London and
rural England.
It Is estimated that New York
spends about $15,000,000 a year In
theater-goinChicago $5,000,000 'and
Philadelphia $3,000,000.
Contracts for Mme. Simone's ap
pearance in two new plays in Paris,
may prevent her from returning to
America until season after next.
Pauline La Veme, wife of the Rev.
John William Jones, of Omaha, Neb.,
Is a member of the American Theater
Stock company in that city.
L. S. Sire will produce late In the
season a play by George Bronson
Howard entitled "The Law and the
Lawless." Hassard Short will play
the leading role.
The cast for David Belasco's next
production, "The Governor's Lady,"
by Alice Bradley, includes Emmet
Corrigan, Robert McWade, Jr., Milton Sills, Emma Dunn and Gladys
Hanson.
The Marchioness of Duffet in who, as
Flora Davis, was a reigning belle in
New York In the early nineiies, has
announced that she wil go on the
stage now that her husband's family's
fortunes are at low ebb. She rather
favors the music halls for the high
salaries they pay.
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"RAISIN DAY" TO
BE OBSERVED

IS PUTTING

r.,.,,r.

DISAGREEABLE
MONTH

Destroys Dandruff

ON AIRS
v.

Danderine

I...

DAINTIES.

MaIr

P.,
and

th Wair
ana Luxuriant
OinrL-l-

v

,

T

u..

WEATHER

WAS COLD, CLOUDY
AND STORMY; LINNEY GIVES
PARTICULARS

We Can
Prcvo It

Chicago. April 11. "Raisin day''
wjill be observed this year in Chicago

If You Wish to Double the Beauty of
Your Hair at Once, Just Get a 25
'and raisin bread make its appearance
Cent Bottle and Try This
April 30, in most cases for the first

Santa Fe, N. M., April 11 The
month of March, 1912, was cold,
cloudy and stormy with large excess
of precipitation, especially over the
time, as a result of the letteers of ennorthem mountain ranges, the upper!
Surely try a Dandrrine Hair Cleanse if you wijh
thusiastic tourists to California where
Kio Grande valley and the south- immediately double the beauty of your hair with
bread without raisins is a ration of to
little trouble and at a cost not worth mentioning
west. A general but small deficiency
self denial and where raisin day is an just moisten a cloth with a little Danderine and
in precipitation occurred east of a
draw it carefully through your hair, taking one
annual carniyal.
on
years ago small strand
lino from northern Union county to
at a time, this will cleanse the hair of
discovered that raisins dust, dirt or any excessive oil In a few moments
somebody
Dcaa Ana Unusually heavy snowfall
were a working man's food, with,
high you will be amazed. Your hair will be wavy,
occurred over the western slopes of
nutritive value and proceeded to eat fluffy and abundant and possess an incomparable
the Sangre de Cristo range in Taos
softness, lustre and luxuriance, the beauty and
raisins not only In cake and mince pie shimmer of true hair health.
county, and the western slopes of the
and cookies but raisins m bread, in
Besides beautifying the hair, one application of
San Juan range in eastern Rio Arri-- :
meat sauces and in a dozen novel Danderine dissolves every particle of Dandruff)
ba, while heavy rains occurred over
and
the
forever
scalp,
invigorates
ways. As a result some organization cleanses, purifies
the southern slopes of the Black
and
hair.
stopping itching
falling
or other for the reduction of the
high
Danderine is to the hair what fresh showers of
rani;e in northern Grant county, and
cost of living hy agreeable methods rain and sunshine are to vegetation. It goes right
over the western slope of the San
proclaimed raisins as food of great to the roots, invigorates and strengthens them. It's
Francisco and Mogollon ranges in
exhilarating, stimulating and
propervalue and little relative cost. In- ties
southwest Socorro.
cause the hair to grow abundantly long, strong
stead of a luxury, to be doled out in and beautiful. It at once imparts a sparkling brilA large deficiency in temperature
a niggardly spirit, they were to be liancy and velvety softness to the hair, ami a few
over the eastern counties,
occurred
eaten as freely as potatoes and with weeks' use will cause new hair to sprout all over
eight degrees a day in
exceeding
Use it every
the scalp.
for a short time, after
much more delight to the palate. They which two or three times day
a week will be sufficient
southern Union and northern Quay
also produced proof of this theory. to complete whatever growth you desire.
counties and averaging from four to
You can surely have pretty, soft, lustrous hair,
Raisins In bread was an innovation
seven degrees a day over most of
lots of it, if you will just get a 25 cent bottle of
that went like wildfire and tourists and
the state east of the one hundred end!
Knowlton's Danderine from any drug store or toilet
got the habit. Their precept and ex- counter and try it as directed.
fifth meridian. Westward, the defi- ample has been having noticeable efciency was much less, reaching prac-day- s
fect at church suppers, lodee han- tically normal temperature In the
nneta nnrt nt,.ntn in n.n
o.f creased the value of farmlands In articles on the subject from
central Rio Grande valley, although
sources.'' The retailers are ac the average temperature for the state
of the Rockies these last two years 0hI alone 30 per cent'
mail order
and Installment was considerably below the normal
and the towns where raisin bread is
cusing
Babies.
the
Checking
concerns
of devising devious ways 'or for the south. Brief periods of warm
eaten dot the landscape as raisins dot
Check rooms for babies, where
the bread. This jjear the tourist has "minding the kiddies' of
getting ratings on their customers. weather occurred from the 4th to 6th,
working One said:
had hearty response to his urging to women through the
"Scarcely a day passes that the 18th to'20th, the 25th to 27th, and
Is
systematizday
we are not asked to identify some 29th to 31st; the 18th was generally
make April 30 "raisin day" through- ed are
winning recognition in Chi credit-ratin- g
out the country as well as on the Pa cago as one of the
concern, a publishing the warmest day. Cool weather
systematic charicific slope.
ties that do the most to help the house, an insurance society or similar vailed at the beginning of the month
institution which really is the credit and brief cool periods also oncu l red
Alarm for Farmers.
worthy poor help themselves without
Another alarm for the agricultural making dependents of the beneficiar- bureau for a mail order house. It from the 10th to 15th, and 21st to
has become an interesting study to 24th, the latter proving especially
future of the country sounded from ies. The
long winter just past was a
Washington in the report that not prolonged test of the volunteer work-eer- s determine from just what quarter the damaging in the lower Pecos valley,
next attack will come. Mall order where previous warm weather had
only is soil fertility diminishing but
who look after the children of
that the ground water is lowering at other women, dress, feed and amuse installment houses require credit re- started the early fruit to blooming
ports upon their prospective custom- The 15th was generally the coolest
the rate of nearly two feet a decade, them from
morning until night but ers.
has been taken as a menace to Chi- the records show that
Formerly they got this informa- day of the month.
thousands of
tion on application. Merchants now
The precipitation for the mon'h
cago prestige as the greatest clearing children were cared for In that
way,
place of the country"s agricultural thus freeing the mothers to earn the have become better informed and was the highest average for March
products. It has been realized for money needed for rent, clothes ana refuse to give the information unless that has occurred, with the exception
know to whom it gpea. When it of 1905. The stormy character of the
some time that both irrigation and food. At one
nursery, that of the Lit- they
becomes
necessary for a mail order month is Indicated by the precipidrainage were limited and that there tle Wanderers' association, the
daily house to resort to an
tation tables which show precipita- woirld
be required ultimately eome average number of babies
alleged
"checked"
more generally applicable practice. was 82, with a total for
concern, or an 'insurance tion on practically every day at some
February of association to obtain such credit in- point within the state, although it was
As a result there has been of late in- 2,240. The needs
of the children, howformation, it becomes morally guilty general on the 4th, 9th, 10th, 22d,
creased study of foreign methods in ever, lead further than
perfunctory
of
which deep rooting crops, which help care and both
getting it under false pretenses. 23d and 27th. The 9th and 10th were
hunger and cold were
days of heavy rainfall in the southof the valuable discovered
in the retention
When the Ghost Walks.
by the condition of the
west, the west and the northwest
ground water, play the most import- babies. Mrs. Eulalle Schneider, sec- O listen to the magic of the Ghost
counties causing a rapid rise in the
ant part. Local investigators are now retary of the Little Wanderers'
Cub reporter sure to be on iuty at
assoupper kio uranae ana oner nooas in
convinced that the cuHivation of such ciation, said: "In connection
his post;
with our
the Mimhres, the San Francisco and
crops, particularly the sugar beet, has nursery Is a free employment bureau Laughter in the yr?en room how
the Gila. The coolness of the month
been chiefly instrumental in enab through which we
with bated breath
3ecure work for
quite
generally turned the rain to
Each vaudevillain waits a presence snow over
ling Germany not only far to surpass the mothers whose children are left
the northern half of the
this country, but through their agency In our care. By making, the mothe-- s
witnesseth ;
and the northern ranges re
state,
actually to Increase the principal crop
we eliminate the ne- 'Long the shop aisles expectancy ! ceived an unusual fall, reaching a
seen on every face
yields at a rate not approached here cessity of separation of mother and
maximum of 144 inches at Anchor
With only 45 per cent of surface area child. We care for these
When
the "ghost" is due to walk Mine, Taos county, while 88 inches
children
of
of this country, they show that Bu working
with bounty thru the piaee;
occurred in Red River canyon, 58 Inmothers, from 6:30 in the
rope, exclusive of Russia, by using
to 7:00 in the evening and See law clerk, woodsman, farm hand ches at Chama, 50 inches at Hodges,
morning
the deep rooting beet and the conse- it is done
all hark for golden jingle
46 inches at Bateman's and 43 Inches
regardless of race or creed.
quent deep cultivation, produces pro The hungry and
E'en the judge's solemn stalling at Aspen Grove, and many additionare never turnneedy
portlonately twice as much wheat and ed from our door. We feed and care
shows symptoms of a tingle.
al stations exceeded 20 inches.
f
times as for them first
oats, three and
and investigata after- All are on, the job on pay day glad
The sunshine of the month was
much barley, seven times as much ward. Our children are
as maid that's crowned on May greatly deficient. At Santa Fe and
well fed pnd
sugar, 12 times as many potatoes, and attended. Our house nhyslcian visits
day!
Roswell there was hut 58 per cent of
26 times as much rye. That similar
O look and listen to the magls of the total
the nursery daily and no disease Is
possible amount. For the
if
results can be accompished here
the Ghost!
allowed to develop, each new child Is
as
a
state,
whole, there were but 12
beet growing be encouraged and not
carefully examined by the physician Of the coming, throng expectant, clear days, 11 partly cloudy and eight
hampered and the menace of decreas- before being admitted. The children
make the most,
cloudy, almost twice the usual cloudi
ing ground water counteracted, It of school age are escorted to school,
So soon will fade the treasure It ness. The humidity, however, avershown by the statement of former returned for their lunch at noon and
distributes to the host
age low, especially In southern counCongressman Cole who says that the cared for after school until their That you'll know full well the rea ties; at the Agricultural College the
cutivation of the sugar ueet has in- - mothers call for them on
son for calling It, the Ghost
average was 34 per cent, at Roswell
their
52 per cent, at Fort Stanton 44 per
return from work. The little tots are
How to Save Money.
taken to kindergarten each morning,
The rujes of saving by whlcTi a cent and at Santa Fe 60 per cent,
and the babes In arms are carefully teamster
in Chicago accumulated The winds were rather high, the 4th,
7th, 11th 13, 19th and 20th were es-- l
attended under the supervision of a j nearly $75,000 have proved too
pecially
blustery. The prevailing di- nnrse, who has charge of the ing to cause much emulation. The
dormitory. Our social visitors call on ways of George Johnston were the rection of the wind was from the
southwest.
No young woman, In the joy of the mothers, keeping In touch with ways of a miser, though he was as
asand
their
conditions, encouraging
industrious as he was frugal. But:
coming motherhood, should neglect
to prepare her system for the physi- sisting them In keeping their homes
He never married.
cal ordeal she is to undergo. The tidy and teaching, the Important lesHe had no desire for amusement
health of both herself and the coming son of self dependence.
and spent no money for luxuries.
child depends largely upon the care
He was "always on the job."
Retailers Delny Accusation.
she bestows upon herself during the
The
secret of his accumulation lay
The defense of the retailer against
Mother's Friend
waiting months.
in
he reinvested what he had
Interest,
Is
prepares the expectant mother's sys- charges that he
responsible for the
tem for the coming event, and its use high cost of food has been voiced by saved and plied Interest on capital.
makes her comfortable during all the a grocer In Chicago. "When the con- Other city teamsters have the record
term. It works with and for nature,
sumer does not order a half dozen of making $10,000 to $25,000, and one
and by gradually expanding all tisman saved $8,000 in 11 years. An
sues, muscles and tendon s involved, times a day," he said, "does not de
he never heard of anystamps or coupons, employer said
and keeping the breast3 in good con- mand trading
Johnston's figure
one
that
equaled
e
long-timdoes
not
and
woman
to
crisis
credit
the
expect
dition, brings the
of
even
it
or
but that undoubthalt
In splendid physical condition. The cares
nothing for immediate delivery;
baby, too, is more apt to be perfect and then the grocer will be able to reduce edly he made some wise investments.
comes to investing It Is the
strong where the mother has thus the cost of
living. It's service that "When it
prepared herself for nature's supreme costs.
man
shrewd
that wins," he said, "and
Since the inception of onr
When you order your Ice from us,
function. No better advice could ba
in the Jong run, it all
is
that
where,
merchants'
ads
you may rest assured that you are
bargain
campaign, the
given a young expectant mother than
that she use Mother's Friend; it is a dally papers have also seemingly be- counts."
getting "correct weight." If there
medicine that has proven its value come less prejudiced in favor of the
Is anything in which we take pride,
in thousands of
it's our honest dealing and the high
loop stores. Our advertising of daily
cases.
Mother's
ER'S bargains has already brought the at- You will look a good while before quality of our Ice. We are out for
Friend is Bold at
tention of the haying public to the you find a better medicine for coughs business and If honesty, integrity and
stores.
drug
and colds than Chamberlain's Cough
RIEND stores
Write for free
in the outlying! districts. The
quality, combined with reasonable
It not only gives relief
Remedy.
book for expect
an interest In the it cures. Try it when you have a prices can get It we'll get the busiare
papers
showing
ant mothers which contains much
or cold, and you are certain ness.
valuable information, and many sug- real cause of the high cost of living, cough
to be pleased with the prompt cure
seem
Inclined
to
less
the
and
blame
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
of
a helpful nature.
gestions
whtfh tf will effrt
Pnr anlA hv all
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Adnata, Ga.
retailer than formerly, or to accept dealers.
Phone Main 227.
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Anti-Ski- ds

Do Prevent Skidding
Rabbet

Traction Surface Protected and Reinforced by
Leather Tread, An Integral Part of the Tire and Not An Attachment. Firmly
Imbedded Hardened Steel Studs Do Prevent Skidding.
Tough, Flexible,

IN STOCK BY
LAS VEGAS

AUTO & MACHINE

CO.

East Las Vegas, N. M.

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED

AT YOUR DOOR

FOOT-EAS-

fof Ured achmg gwoIen
sweating feet, use Allen's
Relieves corns and bunions of all pain
and prevents blisters, sore and cat
lous spots. Just the thing for danc- trip narttoa nntont iontYlAi- - ahnas an,!
for breaking m new Bhoes. It is the
greatest comfort discovery of the
ase. Try it today. Sold everywhere,
Don't Accept any substitute.
25cts.
For FREE trial package, address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. T.
Foot-Eeas-

e

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator

MAID OF HONOR A BRIDE.
London, April 11. With the king

and queen smiling

g

exr.ct-tralne-

MICHELIN

The antiseptic powder to be shaken

rt

YouNg Sri

Temperature
of the
Tbe mean temperature
month, determined from the records
of 76 stations, having a mean altitude of about 5,000 feet, was 41.5 degrees, or 2.2 degrees below the normal, and 6.2 degrees below March,
1011.
The highest local monthly
mean was 53.1 degree at Alamogordo
and the lowest 28.6 at Vermejo Park,
while the highest recorded tempera
ture was 88 degrees at Artesia on the
19th. and the lowest 6 degrees below
zero e at Tllzabethtown on the 15th.
The greatest local monthly range of
was 72 degrees at
temperature
Knowles, and the least 40 degrees at
Ellis Ranch and Wlnsors, while the
greatest local dally range of tempera- ture was 60 degrees at Alma on the
third, and at Logan on the 20th. The
district averages were as follows: No.
7, (Canadian and Northeast) 38.3 de
grees; No. 8. (Pecos and Rio Grande)
42.40 degrees; No. 9, (Western) 43.3
degrees,
Precipitation
The average precipitation for the
state, determined from the records of
146 stations, was 1.21 Inches, or 0.53
Hnoh above the normal nnd 0 58 Inch
above March, 1511. The greatest
monthly amount was 9.26 Inches at
Anchor Mine, and the least a trace at
Montoya, while the greatest amount
in any 24 houra was 3.35 inches at
Redstone, near Pinos Altos, Grant
county. At ',,!s station 4.10 Inches
I a. m. of the 9th to
occurred f
daylight or tiie 11th. The average
snowfall 'or the state was 7.1 inch,
most o' hich occurred in the northera hK. The average numbers of
with 0.01 inch or more of preci-- I
pltatlon was six. The district aver-- ;
ages were as follows. No. 7, 0.75 inch;
No. 8 1.25 inches; No. 9, 1.99 Inches.
CHAiRLES E. LINNET,
Section Director.
-
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MARCH WAS VERY

Stops Falling Hair and

IN CHICAGO
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show you.

approval, Lady

Las Vegas Automobile

tiful maid .of honor, today became.
the bride of the Marquis of Stafford,
at the most brilliant wedding that
London expects to see this season.
The bride is the daughter of Lord and
Lady Lanesborough, while the bride
groom Is the son and heir of the Duke
of Sutherland.
st. peer's was the scene of the
weddmg ceremony. The bride, who
wag g,ven away by her father had
The
Drldesmalds.
no fewer tnan
bridal gown was of rich brocatelle,
patterned with a large design In gold.
It was In the form of a Venetian robe,
cut square to outline a yoke of old
Irish lace.
The wedding reception was held at
Grosvenor house, lent for the occasion by the Duke and Duchess of
Westminster. It brought together virtually all Of the members of London's
highest social set, and was as brilliant
as the marriage ceremony.

Phjne Main 344.

Machine

&

Whalen,

&

Co.

Fowler Props

Delaware and the District of ColumPUBLIC UTILITY MEN MEET.
bia are attending the biennial meeting
Joplin, Mo., April 11. A large atof the Columbia union conference of tendance marked the opening in this
Seventh Day Adventlsts, which open- city today of the sixth annual cenven-tioof the Missouri Electric, Gas
ed here today for a ten day's session.
Street Railway and Waterworks association. The meeting will contin .ie
MOVING BODY OF GEN. KEARNY.
three
days and will be devoted chic!
Nw York, April 11. With the honto the discussion of technical prob
ly
ors befitting the memory of an illuslems.
trious hero, the remains of General
Philip Kearny, who was killed In the MICHIGAN CLAIMED FOR TAFT
battle of Chantllly, Va., while leading
'
April 1L Mich
Bay City, Mich
his division of the Third army corps
assembled In state
igan
republicans
of the Potomac, were removed from
convention here today to select the
the family vault in Trinity church- delegates-at-larg- e
to the national conyard today to the city hail. Tomor- vention at Chicago. The
early prorow the body will he placed on a spe- indicated
the
Taft people
that
ceedings
.
.
I
1
a
3
Trr
j.
1.,
.l.t uom auu u,
to wasmugum,
M h abl to nanM the
where it will be intnerred in Arllng-(an,,8, despite a
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTISTS.
ion cemetery, an appropriation of
hard fight made by the Roosevelt
Pittsburgh, Pa., April
having been made by General
under the leadership of Govergates from local conferences embrac- Kearny's home state of New Jersey porters
nor Oaborn.
ing Virginia, New Jersey, Pennsylva- to cover the cost of removal and
nia, Ohio, West Virginia, Maryland,
Read The Optic
n
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Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00
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FRANK

CUNNINGHAn, President
SfRINCER.

D.

T

HOSKINS.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Les Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest Pevid on De posts
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destruction
Entered at the postofflce at East
suit for divorce was filed with the "intermittent alarm" of frequent severest hardship, as it means a failure of crops and
Washington. April 11. The season
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whereabouts are not known. The mere starvation, but of that stalking, butter are practically unknown, meat sufferers. For
the court In point of
United conditions In East Las Vegas have est member
the
that
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Dally, by Carrier:
Imperative
a
ghastly "famine fever" we call typhus is rarely tasted oftener than once
alleges abandonment.
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China's friend, should been highly satisfactory during the years
Per Copy
and the raging small pox which has week, and then only underp rosierous States, always
School.
Summer
University
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come
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generously to the front with past twelvemonth. During the year
The University of New Mexico su n- - already laid Its black hand upon many conditions, and in the fat years,
65
The remarkable patience of there were 88 deaths and 63 births,
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help.
saved
be
mer school .will he In reioilar session of the Impoverished, starving multi- there Is little surplus to
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under suffering makes leaving an advantage for the grim
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for the lean years of famine. Hence,
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In a period of 1,000 years China when drought or flood destroy
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Each day the cable, None of these cases proved fatal.
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REBELS ARE GETTING
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largest dally
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herbs, and everything not
more
Fernandez Can't Find Federals
New Mexico.
resulting to some extent from relief l)oisonous is put into the pot to help known, so the response becomes
general.
.limener, Chihuahua, Mex., April 11. operations In other famines, due to
fill up. There is however, little in
TELEPHONES
The New York China Famine ReGeneral Luis Fernandez who was affording support to thousands ditrins
to sustain life, and the
lief committee, composed of repreMain 2 sent north to Santa Rosalia last night prolonged periods of enforced idle these things
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of the suffering family grow
with
sentative men, is
Main 9 to Intercept a government force from ness, has been practically eliminated bodies
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In this.
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emy. Most of his men are at Pan a!,
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The famine fund is being largely
diBtnrted from the un
tee in Shanghai, without deduction.
but a few scouting parties have betn used in employing the famine sufferelements on which they vain- - Thus
far, through this channel and
sent into the surrounding
country. ers to reconstruct their own dykes healthy to retain a
strive
spark of life
ly
others, over $175,000 has been sent,
It Is suggested that the government and roads destroyed by the floods.
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though the average value of cream and to be attempting
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ed at the meeting for the annual ballinesand
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Treasurer's Receipts.
The following sums of money were
received this morning in the office of
N. Marron, state treasurer; Celso
Lopez, treasurer of Santa Fe county,
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the various and wonderful
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with the Gehring hardware store
Maude Muller, Miss Addle Merrill.
being. His lectures deal with the reago.
for several years, left this afternoon
Joan DArc, Miss Marie Clement
sult of his investigations, and no
Mayor Goodall presented the resigfor Tacoma, Wash., where he will enMrs. Partington, Mrs. Edward
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of
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Carnegie library board. Mr.
Company, brokers. Mrs. Norton and
Cleopatra, Mrs. Ceclllo Rosenwald. Hazlett has removed to
Clovis, where
have approved the proposed two year baby will remain here for some time. entertaining the popuar mind from
a public platform than has he. If Mother Goose, Mrs. W. N. Rosen he has a responsible position with the
contract," said Edwin Perry,
They will join Mr. Norton when he you hear him once you will become thal.
Santa Fe railway. The council refer
of the United Mine has secured a home for them.
Three little kittens, Janet Ilfeld.
his confirmed admirer and friend.
red to the committee on streets and
Workers of America.today after ho
R. B. Schoonmaker Is down from
MamMiriam
Nahm, Mary Hunker.
He is doing a mighty work for huhad received telegrams from repre- his lofty home at the Harvey ranch
alleys, with power to act, a request
The lecture is for the bene- ma kitten, Laura Earickson.
manity.
from
the Las Vegas hospital to build
sentatives of local unions throughout to remain until Saturday. He reports
Jack Horner, Jack Roberts.
fit of the Elks.
the country reporting results of yes- that an enormous accumulation of
Little Miss Muffett, Evelyn Fleming. a cess pool in the alley near the
junction of Mora road and Washingsnow lies on all the northerly slopes
terday's referendum election.
Pocahontas, Miss Marie Olney.
ton
avenue.
MORE EPISCOPAL
of the mountains at the head of the
BI8H0PS
Martha Washington, Miss Heather
A bill was presented by A. E. Hay-war-d
New York, April 11. In response to Hill.
Conference Is In Secret.
Galllnas, assuring a continued flow
for $51 for services as inspector
Kansas City, Mo., April 11. Repre- of water jn that stream for a long the call of the presiding bishop, the
Zenobla, Mrs. Clifford McClanahan.
sentatives of the coal mine owners time to come. The day before com Rt. Rev. Daniel S. Tuttle of Missouri,
Joslah Allen's wife, Mrs. Hallett on the sewer. The bill was for 17
and miners of the southwest resumed ing to town Mr. Schoonmaker encoun the Episcopal house of bishops as- Raynolds.
days' labor at $3 a day. At the sugof Alderman Hedgcock of the
their executive conference here today. tered a herd of deer numbering 15 sembled in this city today for a spegestion
Ophelia, Miss Alice Coors.
finance committee the council invest
It was expected that no important or 18, their progress through the cial meeting. The object of the meetTopsy, Mrs. Ben Striokfadden.
action would be taken until the con- brush being so rapid he could not ing Is understood to be to fill vacanMary Queen of Scots, Miss Mary igated the minutes of the meeting at
which City Engineer George E. Morri
ferees know the result of the refer- count them accurately. Grouse are cies now existing In the house of Coors.
son was authorized o employ an inendum vote taken yesterday by the also appearing numerously and trout bishops. Several sees are now va
Diana, Miss Lucy Clements.
miners on the wage proposition, are seen In the streams. The Har-- cant, among them South Dakota. The
Isabella of Spain, Miss Marguerite spector. The records showed that
such employes was not to be paid
drafted recently at Cleveland. It was ver resort will be in readiness to take see contains many Indians and there Oluxton.
who has been talk of creating a separate
said the result of this vote probably care of the early fishermen
Sister of ChaTity, Miss Emma Tarn-me- . for more than 100 days. Several
would not he known before the first come out on the date of "open sea diocese for the Indians and electing
said It appeared the bill must
son." May 15.
be paid by Mr. Morrison as the city is
of next week.
not liable. The matter was referred
Train No. 10 arrived. In two sec
to the city attorney, who was emMiners Accept Terms
CHILDREN AFFECTED
Hons this afternoon, th second sec
Pittsburgh, Pa., April 11. Miners
powered to take such action as he
By Mothers' Food and Drink.
of district No. 5, United Mine Work tion comprising a train of deadhead
deems proper.
ers of America, yesterday voted to equipment en route to Chicago from
The report of Dr. C. C. Gordon, city
Many babies have been launched into
accept the terms of the Cleveland the coast.
physician, showed that durin" the
life with constitutions weakened by disconference, which Is based on $1 a ton
month of March there were 10 deaths
ease taken in with their mothers' milk.
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of coal for the miner. The result was
in East Las Vesas.of which eiaht
Mothers cannot be too careful as to the
11. Colonel
food they use while nursing their babies.
Washington,
announced at the district convention
April
were of residents aud two of non-reThe experience of a Kansas City mother
here today. This, it Is said, means John Van Rensselaer Hoff, of the
dents. There were five births, of
is a case in point:
that. 50.000 men here will return to United States army medical' corps
which two were of males and three of
"I was a great coffee drinker from a
closed an active career of 40 year in
work Monday.
child, and thought I could not do without
females. The reports of the various
In the health and
the ftrmy today, having been transfer.
it. But I found, at last, it was doing me
officials showed city affairs to be
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I
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in
of
a
condition.
good
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dizziness, spots before my eyes and
nursing
hunters and fishermen that we can of law on account of a are. Colonel
pain in my heart, to which was added,
Monday
night the present city counand will not. allow any trespassing Hoff Is known as the creator of the baby if the mother uses.
two years later, a chronic sour stomach,
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today.
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suffered from sour stomach.
the city to the newly elected officers.
She was
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taking it from me!
It was reported last night by the can"In my distress I consulted a friend of
that Is now stocked with fish and we velopment In sanitation as a branch
vassing board, consisting of Mayor
more
she
told me to quit
experience and
are compelled to preserve these fish of medical science. Colonel Hoff is
Goodall and Clerk Tamme, that the
coffee; that coffee did not make good milk.
a
New
of
native
en
York
Btate
and
in order to stock up our other nine
I have since ascertained that it
really
following persons were elected at the
dries up the milk.
additional lakes. We positively will tered the army soon after the close
I
"So
civil
of
coffee
war.
the
and tried tea and at recent election: R. J. Taupert, mayor;
He was conspicuquit
not permit any one to catch or take
last cocoa. But they did not agree with Charles Tamme, clerk; H. C. Smith,
ous
for
his
serbices
in
the
great
away any fish this season. We trust
me. Then I turned to Postum with the
in place of
treasurer; B. F. McGuIre, alderman
that all will be governed accordingly. army camps established during the
happiest results. It proved to be the First ward;
I
war
Jerry Qulnn, alderman
with
Later
needed.
he
did
It not only agreed
Spain.
very thing
coffee or tea
duty
TEN LAKES LAND COMPANY,
Second ward; R. F. Hays, alderman
with baby and myself, but it
as
chief
on
perfectly
Chaffee's
General
surgeon
Vice-Pres
D.
Hand,
By J.
increased the flow of my milk.
Third ward, and Daniel Stern, alderstaffs when the allied armies enter"My husband then quit coffee and used
man Fourth ward. Member of tbe
ed Peking during the Boxer troubles.
ANOTHER HOME FOR SALE
Postum and quickly got well of the dysa
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1906
with
which
In
he
present council who will retire are
he
been
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troubled.
pepsia
AT A SACRIFICE
represented the United
I no longer suffer from dizziness, blind
Aldermen 0"Byrne, Hedgcock, Ward
No. 1016 Fifth street, 6 rooms and States as military observer
during
spells, pain in my heart or sour stomach.
and Bacharach.
war.
bath. 3 lots, good barn, chicken the
"Now we ail drink Postum from my
husband to my seven months' old baby.
house's and garage. Owner wants to
Read letter to right.
It has proved to be the best hot drink we
sell before leaving city and will take
Don't be surprised if you have an
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
have ever used. We would not give
attack of rheumatism this spring.
$3,200.
up Postum for the best coffee we ever
THE INVESTMENT AND AGENCY Just nib the affected parts freeiy
drank." Name given by Postum Co., WILL the
person who got the wron
with Chamberlain's Liniment and It
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Postum Cereal Company, Limited
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ALFALFA ON DRY LAND C00KIN6 DRIED STUFF

h

Conditions

FACING

BEST FOR
METHOD
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.

IPy PH1LO K. BUNK.

Now, the crux of the situation la
Hits: Which of the malda is to go?
Muat the
parlor asxM
take her departure? If so. the lady of
the houae knowa that the early cup
of tea will not be ready to atart her
day, or If she must have she will have
to do as her sister from the colonlea
usually does make It herself. Women
from the colonlea, by the way. are apt

Cooker la Easily Constructed and Answers All Practical Purposea Important Point

Where Sufficient Moltur Can
Secured, In Local iona Where
Pumping Plant la Handy and
en Deep Soil.

e

to

Alfalfa Bpedal-iat- .

Colorado Agricultural Colleta.)
Alfalfa under dry fanning condl-Uoncan not be expected to grow
pith thedoeaaame meaaure of success
under Irrigation, nor
that it
s

khould the dry farmer expect success

Iwben alfalfa la aown in the aame man-tie- r
that la usually aown under Irritation; a different ayatem of cultivation must be employed.
Alfalfa la a very drought enduring
plant when it la once well established. If lta roots can reach aome
molature, but it is a misBeep aub-aotaken Idea that the roota of alfalfa will
ppenetrate through dry eoll to reach
il

pxisture; It la impossible. It la
sential at the very atart. In gpedlng
es-

alfalfa, that there should be moisture
In the
It la useless to
to aeed alfalfa on dry land, that
has nor been previously deeply plowed
lor several years, so that moisture has
penetrated to considerable depth. If
one contemplates seeding alfalfa, the
best plan la to summer till the previous season with clean cultivation.
There are at least three conditions
under which fanners could be advised
to try alfalfa In the dry farming districts.
creek beds or water
1. Along
courses, where water or moisture from
the underflow would Biipply the planrs
(sufficiently tq produce a fair crop.
2.
In locations that might be watered with a pumping plant, or where
from atorma could be di(the run-of- f
verted onto flelda, which were adequately ditched and furrowed to receive the water that might be available after heavy storms from land lying above. There are doubtlesa many
amen spots through the dry farming
eectlona that could be well devoted to
aub-aol- l.

alfalfa.
3. On deep soil that has good moisture retention, and that has been
deeply tilled to establish aub-aomoisture, alfalfa could be sown with
a view to producing seed by aeedlng
In wide rows, 36 to 40 lnchea apart,
and sown very thinly In the rows.
This has been a success In an experimental way at several points In the
Vnlted States, and when the condl-t'on- s
are understood, there la doubt- a great field for some men sltuat-engage In alfalfa aeed growing.
I'nder aTl dry farming conditions It
1' advisable to sow alfalfa In rows
intertillage, to conserve the, mols-i- i
and to control the weeds, the
h of the rows depending some- v,
upon the probable moisture aup-i- Under conditions almost equal
tn irrigation, rows 18 to 20 Inches
apart have been successful, but on dry
land which receives only the actual
precipitation of 12 to 15 inches, rows
40 inches apart are necessary, the
stand of plants in the rows must be
very thin, for the overpasturlng of the
limited moisture supply will be just
as disastrous as overcrowding a limited water supply with a great herd of
cattle.
Cultivation is absolutely essential to
all dry farming crops, and especially
alfalfa, to hold the moisture and to
keep clean of weeds. A thin stand of
alfalfa If neglected wll become a useless weed patch.
There are several difficulties to be
met In growing alfalfa in rows. FlrsL
securing a stand of plants, and fighting weeds, which can only be met by
thorough preparation of the Boll and
good careful cultivation. Second, blow
ing and washing of the cultivated aoil
between the rows by wind and rains
Selecting the fields not aubject to
these troubles la a wise precaution
r.nd it is advisable to bow the rows In
the opposite way to the direction of
the prevailing winds, but In the aame
direction that the water will run best
This is sometimes impossible to do,
then one has to cater to the most prob
able danger.
ll
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and Parlormaid.

May Try Crop.

Fir,
Ba

A

English Houaewlve Seam to Ba Called
Upon to Chooae Between Cook

Under Which FIRELESS

Home-Mad-
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neat-hande- d

Remembered.

The tireless method is the beat way
to cook dried fruit and vegetables.
You need not buy a fireless cooker for
the purpose unless you wish to. Make
one yourself. Simply get a small dry
goods or soap box or large pail. Line
with asbestos paper and then stuff
all around the top, bottom and
; iLs with layers of newspapers to the
four, inches. ... What.
depth of three or
....
vou must rememoer is inai n muav
Another thing
be absolutely
o remember Is that your receptacle
must be nearly full. If you cook a
small quantity you must have a small
receptacle, as the fruit is not as likely to cool off before thoroughly done,
as It would If placed in a half filled
pail. Wash your fruit thoroughly
first, and to one pound of same add
half pound of sugar; put water
euough In to cover by about one Inch.
Boil seven minutes over a flame and
then as quickly as possible place in
your tireless cooker and allow to remain In there about eight hours.
Place a cushion on top of the cooker
and weight that down with something
that is heavy. When taken out one
will find the fruit will rival the best
preserves in appearance and flavor, in
no respect suggesting that usually
served or the insipid canned products.
Each shriveled piece will swell to Ha
original size, unbroken, distended with
a juicy aromatic liquor, and charged
with the flavors which characterize
the fruit in ita prime state. Tapioca
and Bage are delicious with these
fruit juices in making tempting
Dried vegetables, such as lima
beans, peas, etc., should be treated
n the same way and given about the
same length of time to cook. Canned
vegetables which have been bought
in the stores are also much improved
s
by this additional process. These
cookers are also excellent for doing home canning of vegetables and
rrults. By canning them in this way
the house la kept cool, fuel is saved
and the housewife Is free from the
fear of water boiling away. Clean and
prepare the same as for any canning
process. Dip the jars In boiling water, fill with vegetables or frulL pour
in cold water until It overflowa the
jar, dip the caps in boiling water,
place them on the jars, but do not
seal tightly; allow for expansion. Put
a perforated rest in the bottom of
your kettle, place the prepared jam
on the rest, fill the kettle with cold
water up to the necks of the Jars.
Place the cover on the kettle, put on
the stove and boll 15 minutes. At the
end of that, time place at once Into
the cooker and cover tightly. Allow
the Jars to remain In the cooker from
two to three hours, then remove and
tighten the caps.

to be amused at the comfortable existence led by the home people. English gentlemen who have settled In
Canad are often compelled
get up
of a morning to coal the basement fire
borne. Think of the
besting
gentlemen o the upaer middle .classes
at homo -- v.:i ne uo of a morning to
kindle the kitchen Are! It Is not to
be thought of; the suggestion is an
Impossible one. Then a glance round
the drawing room, with Us polished
floor, its rugs, Its ornaments, its coal
flrn fop nrofprpnee. makes the mid
d
houae mistress go quietly out,
close the door of the room, and meditate in solitude. It seems to her that
cook must go. However, there rise
before her the ghosts of the dishes
she used to make quite well. It is so
long since she touched any kitchen
utensils! Would her old skill return
to her in her extremity? Alas! she
could not reckon upon any such happy coincidence; she, perforce, must
continue to rack her brain and pay
her cook. Even suppose she did manage to supplement her own cooking
by outside aid, what would happen on
their social evenings? London Stand-

air-tigh- t.

dle-age-

ard.
ADDED

PLEASURE

TO

VISIT

New Yorker's Trip to Atlantic City
Remunerative Both aa to Hla

des-Bert- s.

Health and Pocket.
A retired merchant who was well
known in the jobbing branch in New
York fifteen years ago recently spent
some time at Atlantic City, where he

took hla wife for rest and change of
scene, and where he had an unusually
pleasant experience. "We met there,"
so he tells the story, "a man whom I
had known in a business way many
years ago. We and our wives walked
and 'roller chaired' together, and they
seemed to enjoy our company as much
as we did theirs. On the day before
we came away Mr. Blank called me
Into the billiard room, handed me an
envelope addressed to me at my New
Tork home and said: I Intended to
bring you this when our visit here was
over and before we went back to oar
home out west.' The envelope contained a check tor a balance wuich
the mSb owed when his business collapsed in 1894, with Interest to date.
'So glad I met you,' he added, 'for I
saved the carfare to your house.' " The
New Tork man added that the debt
had passed out of his mind, together
with many others which had gone to
"profit and loss" in his old books.

fire-les-

Beef Tea With Noodles.
Three pounds of lean beef, two
unions, two turnips, two carrots, two
;loves, two and half quarts water, a
Mince
?ood handful of noodles.
the vegetables. Put on In the water
and boil down to two quarts. Drain
off and pour upon the beef, minced
very fine. Simmer one hour, strain,
season and put in the noodles. Cook
gently 20 minutes.
Noodles Work in two eggs, a sufficient amount of flour to make a stiff
lough, salt to season, then roll out
Into sheets as thin as possible; let
Iry before cutting. Then roll up as
you would Jelly cake and cut very
fine.
Noodles added ten minutes before serving the soup.

Hla Righteous

Kick.

Minced Meat on Toast.
On our platter there was quite a
little meat, potato and carrot, onion

and gravy; in removing it from the
platter put the meat separate. The
next morning when it is cold put it
through the meat chopper; also the
vegetables, taking just what you think
you will need for breakfast. Mix it
with a little of the gravy, heat through
on toast. To the rest, if
Shelves and Straight Fronts.
GOOD BREEDING BIRDS HIGH and serve
only a cupful in all, add two
are a great many things in
"There
dried breadcrumbs, mix
Eggs From Fowla May Be Secured at well, put into a small deep pan, and this library that if I had myan way
would be changed." remarked
Quite Reasonable Figures at
bake while you are getting your din- ieved-looking
woman to a librarian
Season When Moat Needed.
ner.
the other day. "For instance, look at
those lower shelves! They're an outGood breeding birds in the spring
rage!" she said stormlly, making a
Cake.
Corn
of the year are scarce and hard to
Spider
sweeping gesture toward the shelves
been
as
have
Such
s
cornmeal
kept through
Take
cup
get
the winter being held at a high price and flour enough to fill the cup, one in question. "Do you wear straight
and frequently can not be bought at tablespoon of sugar, half teaspoon fronts?" she asked with an ansrv
all. It la certain that birds which salt, half teaspoon soda. Mix flour, giare, and then without waiting for .nI
have been selected and mated up for meal, sugar, salt and soda together. reply, announced ('eclsively. "Well,
the use of the owner will not be read- Beat one egg and add half cup sweet do; and though I've been wanting
volume down there for the last
ily disposed of at a such prices as milk and half cup sour milk and stir that
would make them
profitable Invest- Into the dry mixture. Melt one table-iipoo- half hour, do you think I'd dare get
I
ment for the buyer. Though eggs
butter in a hot spider and pour It? Ne, consider it positively danfrom these birds may be bought at tn the mixture, pour over the top half gerous to take a book off those lower
quite reasonable figures, and the buy- cup sweet milk, but do not stir it in. shelves."
er will thus be enabled to secure the Bake in a hot oven 20 minutes and
best of stock at a season when moat serve at once.
Epistolary Caution.
needed and at pricea which will perBefore the customer paid his bill
use.
mit of their profitable
the hotel stenographer tore several
Good Supper Dish.
roast beef in small pages out of her notebook and handremnants
of
Cut
Rich.
Leavea
Alfalfa
in a baking dish in al- ed them to him.
Alfalfa leaves are richer In body pieces, place
"Only the notes of his letters," she
with cold boiled cabternate
layers
material than oil
end
and moisten with a tomato sauce said to the next customer. "About
bage
la
It
Alfalfa
meal.
palatable;
keeps well seasoned.
Sprinkle some butter- Dnce In six months somebody comes
the bowela in just the right condi- ed bread or cracker
crumbs over the along who keeps such a watchful eye
tion for promoting good digestion and
30
in a mod- on his correspondence that he won't
minutes
for
bake
and
top
Health. It Is rich In both protein and
even let a stenographer keep his
oven.
erate
mineral matter, the two essential manotes. Of course it is nothing to us,
and
for
eggs.
terials for growth
ind we always give them up when
Potato Cakes.
asked to. I don't know what the cauTake cold mashed potatoes, moisten tious folk do with them. Destroy
Dry Farm Idaa.
The dry tanning Idea la built on with a little milk and make into them maybe. Anyhow, there is no
moisture coB.rvstlon, sad tt la cakes. Fry in butter until s delicate record of foolish utterances left in the
Kcund
brown.
stenographer's books."
table-spoonfu-

aggr-

three-quarter-

n

CONFEDERACY

APRIL

11, 1912.

WOMEN

Columbia, & C.. April 11. South
Carolina's everlasting memorial to
the Women of the Confederacy, said
to be the first monument to women
ever erected independently by a state,
was unveiled here today with splendid ceremonies. The governor and
other officials, the state military, the
Tntted Daughters of the Confederacy
the United Confederate Veterans and
delegations of college atudents and
other visitors from all parts of the
state participated in the ceremonies.
The monument was designed by P.
Wellington Rucksthul of Nw York.
The central figure depicts a southern
woman, dignified and beautiful, waiting to be crowned with laurel by the
figure In the rear. On either side are
other figures representing the south,
bearing laurel to lay at the heroine's
feet. The most important inscription on the monument, Bays: "In this
monument generations unborn shall
hear the voice of a great people testifying lo the sublime devotion of the
women of South Carolina in their
country's need."
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FOR

CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

TISEMENTS
centa per line eacn Insertion.
Estimate alx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy leaa apace than two
lines. All
advertisements
charged
will be booked at apace actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.
Five

very severe
"My little son had
I was
recommended to try
cold.
and
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,
before a small bottle was finished he
was aa well as ever," writes Mrs. H.
Silks, 29 Dowling Street, Sydney,
Australia. This remedy Is for sale
by all dealers.

THE

LOBBY

RESTAURANT AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST GOODS

Mm
CHAPMAN

AND

LOOSE
A.

M.

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

BUSINESS' DIRECTORY

NO, C A. F. A KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804. - Meets second and fosrts
Regular com-

munication first and
Thursday In O. R C. hall. Pioneer
building. Visiting members are cer
Thursday la ess
month. Visiting brothdiaily invited. W. R Tipton, G. K.
E. P. Meckel, F. S
ers cordially invited
N. O. Herman, W. M.; B. R Murray,
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Secretary.
Meet in the forest of brotherly
love
at Woodmen of the Worli
LA8 VEGA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
on the seoond and fourth Frihall,
TEMPLAR
RegKNIGHTS
day of each mouth at 8 p. m. C. Claj
ular conclave Seconal TuesG. Laemmle, Clerk. Watt
Consul;
Ma
at
day In each month
u.
ing neighbors are especially wo!
sonic Temple at 7:80 p. m.
come and cordially Invited.
Re
Boucher, 8. C; Chas. Tanxme,
corder.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuea
day evenings each month, at Wood
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 8, ROYAL
man hall. Visiting Brothers cor
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
invited to attend. A. M
diaily
tion first Monday in each
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Secmonth at Maaonlo Temretary.
ple, at 7 .30 p. m. M. R.
Williams, H. P.; F. O.
DENTISTS.
Blood, Secretary.

Aajamthlrd

,

c

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

Dentlat
RAN8F0RD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
COLONEL HOFF RETIRES
S. Meets first sad third Fridays in Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has pote11
Colonel
st office and residence.
April
Maaonlo Temple Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Washington,
John Van Rensselaer Hoff, of the
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
United States army meJical corps,
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
ATTORNEYS
closed an active career of 40 years in WANTED to buy spring friers and
Secretary. Phone Main 829, 180
fresh eggs. Cafe De. Luxe.
tho army today, havlnc been transferGrand avenue
HUNKER A HUNKER
red to the retired list by operation
Chester A. Hum
Geo. H. Hunker
of law on account or age. Colonel YOUNG MAN, single, not a health
Attorneya at Law.
NO.
1,
LODGE
DORADO
EL
Hoff is known as th? creator of the
seeker, wants board in private famNew Mext
Las
Vegas,
KNIGHT8
OF PYTHIAS Meets
United States field hospital as i" exily. Willing to pay good price. Adere
Monday
very
dress 310 Fourth street
ists in the army today. He Is rePHYSICIANS
nlng in Oaatle Hall.
sponsible also for much of the deare
Visiting Knights
velopment in sanitation as a branch AMERICAN woman wants position as
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
Invited.
cordially
of medical science.' Colonel Hoff is
housekeeper for family of adults.
.
Liebaou-nlerPhyalcian and Surgeon
Cbas. E.
a native of New York state and enInquire 621 R. R. avenue.
but
I treat all kinds of diseaaes,
Chancellor
tered the army soon after the close
an
nose
of
ear,
eye,
a
make
specialty
Commander. Harry
of the civil war. He was conspicu- WANTED
By competent middle aged
of glasses
Martin, Keeper of throat, and the fitting
ous for his serblces in the great
woman, position as housekeeper,
Main
46; Resident
Phones:
Office,
Records and Seal.
army camps established during the
chambermaid or work in kitchen.
848.
Vegas
war with Spain, tatter he did duty
Call La Pension Hotel, room 33.
Grand Avenue.
Office: 506
as chief surgeon on General Chaffee's
705
Sixth Street
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
staff's when the allied armies enter- WANTED To rent, single buggy har FRATERNAL
102 Meets every Monday night at
ed Peking during the Boxer troubles
ness and buggy. Inquire 1001 Sev
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
LOCAL TINE CAKD
In 1906 he represented the United
enth street.
members are
8 o'clock.
Visiting
observer
as
States
duiing
military
cordially welcome. B. E. Gehring,
war.
EAST BOUND
the
WANTED .Position as governess to
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
small child or children. Inquire 910
Arrive
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
. 9:15 p. n
No. 2... 9:10 p. m.
Fourth street
BISHOP CONSECRATED
11:10 p. m
m..
11:06
No.
p
4...
Omaha, Neb., April 11. In the preseLODGE NO. 545,
. E. ROSENWALD
.
1:25 a
. 1:15 a. m.
nce-of
a great gathering of prelates WANTED Dining room girl. 403
'
I. O. of B. B. Meets every "first No.
"8:10
m.
P. aa'
1:45
Railroad.
p.
10...
and priests from a doben states and
In
the
month
vestry
of
the
Tuesday
of the Catholic laity of this city and
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
WEST BOUND
seamstress.
vicinity the Rev. P. A. McGovern was WANTED First class
m. Visiting brothers are No. 1
o'clock
p.
1:45 p.
1:20 p. m
902
Third
street
Inquire
consecrated bishop of Cheyenne, Wyo.,
Isaac Appel, No. 3
6:15 p. m
cordially Invited
6:10 a. m
in succession
to the Most Rev.
SecCharles
Greenclay,
President;
4:50 p. w
m
7
4:40
No.
p.
James J. Keane, who recently be
retary.
7:00 p. m
6:35 p. m
No. 9
came archbishop of Dubuque.
The
ceremony took place this morning In FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
SL John's church.
The consecrating
0. O. F., LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
for housekeeping, also three unfur
WHY HE WAS LATE
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
prelate was Archbishop Keane. He
nished rooms, reasonable rent. Ad
"What made you so late?"
was assisted by Bishop Scannell of
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visit"I met Smlthson."
dress Rainey, Box 717, Las Vegas
Omaha and Bishop Carrigan of Sioux
"Well, that Is no reason why you
ing brethren cordially invited to at
N. M.
home
tend. J . D. Fridenstfne, N. G.; should be an hour late getting
City. Bishop Tihen of Lincoln preachto supper."
M.
V.
T.
ed the consecration sermon.
Elwood,
G.;
tJK kbnt Newly papered five Frank Fries,
"I know, but I asked him how he
room cottage partly or completely
Secretary; Karl Wertx, Treasurer; was feeling, and he insisted on telltrouble."
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
furnished. Call at LeRoy House,
ing me about hla stomach ChamberDon't be surprised if you have an
to take
him
tell
"Did
you
618
avenue.
Grand
attack of rheumatism this spring.
lain's Tablets?"
Just rub the affected parts freely
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second
"Sure, that Is what he needs." Sold
with Chamberlain's Liniment and it 'OK
Best
of
ranch
in
potato
all dealers.
fourth
kent
evening
Tuesday
by
will soon
disappear. Sold by all
Vialtir
county. Ideal health resort Good
month at O. R. C hall.
dealers.
For rheumatism you will find nofishing and hunting. S. L. Barker,
brothers are cordially Invited. Oe-better than Chamberlain's Linithing
M.
D
N.
Beulah,
Hunker, Exalted Ruler:
ment. Try it and see how quickly
SOUTHERN LEAGUE STARTS
it gives relief. For sale by all deal- Condon, Secretary.
New Orleans, La., April
he
FOR RENT Chicken ranch,
raco of the championship pennant of
cottage, partly furnished, cheap. 417
the Southern league began today
Eighth street.
with games scheduled in Birmingham,
Atlanta, Memphis and New Orleans.
FOR RENT Two room furnished
o ser 188 Itoa- Montgomery was programmed as the
tea. or Mors, Esc Deliver
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
tSe
opponent of Birmingham. Chattanoo-(- I
to
per 188 Ike
Xjm lbs. 2,086 tea, Eaeh Delivery
SOc per 188 Ike
lined i'p at Atlanta and Nashville
to
tea.
1,00a tea. Eael Da H very
M8
FURNISHED rooms for rent; modern
le the New Orleans
a' Memphii,
40s per 188 lbs
58 tea. to 808 lbs, Each Delivery
conveniences. Peter Murphy's, 910
58s per 108 lbs
68 lbs, Eaeh Delivery
champions entertained the Mobile
Than
Less
Fourth street
OPTIC'S NUMBER,
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Wanted
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For Real

"Say!" exclaimed the undersized
chap, bustling into the room, "Isn't
this the kickery? I want to air my
grouch. I contend that the little man
doesn't get a fair shake. People impose on him Just because he can't
help himself. Take my case. I'm five
feet four, and slim accordingly. I go
Into a car that's nearly empty, pick
out a good seat, open my newspaper,
and begin to read. In comes a big,
beefy cuss, with a lateral spread of
feet. Does he pick
two and one-haout a nice empty seat for himself?
He does not. He waddles down the
aisle till he seea me. 'There's my
meat!' he says; 'he ain't big enough
to crowd me.' And he plants himself down by me. Jams me over
against the end of the seat, crushes
my arms against my sides, blame
him, and"
"You're all rlghL my friend," interrupted the man at she desk, "and
you've got a real grievance, but you
are tackling the wrong department;
the Friend of the People is in room
team.
320." Chicago Tribune.
lf
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NOTICE.
Department of State Engineer,
Santa Fe, N. M.,
April 5, 1912.
Number of Application 653.
Notice is hereby given that on the
4th day of April, 1912, in accordance
with Section 26, Irrigation Law of
1907, Dawson Railway Company of
Bl Paso, Texas, County of Texas,
State of New Mexico, made an application to the State Engineer of New
Mexico for a permit to appropriate
from the public waters of the State
of New Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made
from Sauz Creez, at a point s. 25, t.
23 n., r. 24 e., by means of storage
and one cu. ft. per sec. and 724 acre
feet Is to be conveyed to reservoir

from creek and there used for Rail
way Water Supply.
The State Engineer will take this
application up for consideration on
the 5th day of July, 1912, and all persons who may oppose the granting of
the above apllcatlon must file their
objections substantiated with affidav
its with the State Engineer and copy
with applicant on or before that date
CHARLES D. MILLER,
State Engineer.

RETAIL PRICES

FOR RENT 3 rooms for housekeep
ing, bath and toilet. Call at Optic

For Sate

AGU A PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

FOR

SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chicks, 812 per 100. Orders
filled till July L Mrs. M. E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.

FOR SALE One work horse and
one saddle pony. 1044 Fifth street.
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
Of Pauline Graaf, deceased.
State of New Mexico, County of Sail
Miguel.
Office of the Probate Clerk, Count;
of San Miguel, N. M.
To all whom It may concern, greeting
You are hereby notified that the 6tb
day of June, A. D. 1912, has been

fixed by the honorable probate court,
in and for the county! ana state afore
said, as the day to prove the last will
and testament of said Pauline Graaf,
deceased.
In testimony whereof, I have here
unto set my hand and affixed the seal
of the probate court this 4th day of
April A. D. 1912.
LORENZO

DELGADO,
Clerk of the Probate Court.

ANT Ads

Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom among al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in' this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
'As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets)
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is JEquip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

E

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS;

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

3

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

x

stationery;

x

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A

PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills,
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain

The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills

And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results, t? Jt

The

J

X

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can Al

ways be Obtained of The Optic.

Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.
X

3
3
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Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB.
i

The Optic Publishing Co.
PHONE MAIN

2.

LAB VEGAS DAILY OP1IC,

EIGHT

Of every Article

that we handle, as we handle

Only Such Goods
That the Makers Stand

MUll LI Dnbll

back of

i

mental cocktail.

croft',

us.

your expectation.

IKE DAVIS
The Cash Grooer

N. B.
We ate selling today 7 lbs. of Fancy
Colorado Potatoes for 25c

25

J. H. 5TEARN5
ROC R.
E

The 1912
PRINCESS GO CARTS

REPUBLICANS OF

(Continued from Page One)

What? Dr. Bui SMALL POX AL80
OPED IN THE
tonight

HAS

DEVEt

More Roosevelt
fusion
lelegntes
entered the hall, climbing thrjugb
transoms. Police fought and ve led
Kin ansome. Finally Secretary
nounced that Grant Fellows oi Hud
son, a Taft delegate, had been elect
Governor
ed tem?orary chairman.
Osborn In a statement from i.snsin
to the convention said:
'I hope the convention, if it issues
instructions at all, will instruct Its
delegates to the national renublicm
convention in favor of Colonel Roose
velt. This would be In accordance
with the will of a majority of the re- publicans in Michigan. '

OUNTftr-NEA-

MEMPHIS.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
New Madrid, Mo., April li. Fever
In the wood.
Direct from distillery
has broken out among the flood refuto you. At the Lobby, of
gees in this territory. Two deaths are
Select your shirt pattern while
from Wyatt, where it is said
they last, at Taichert'a, DouglaB avo-- several smallpox cases have also denue.
A camp is being built on
veloped.
high ground near here and 1,000 peoH. C. Ufeld Is building a garage ple who are now living in second storwest of his residence on Seventh ies will be moved to it in boats. Ofstreet.
ficers of the army and Red Cross report ii.BOO people homeless on both
Have you a pet Hoodoo? See Ban sides of the river between Cairo and
croft and learn how to put Mm on Tipton ville. There are also between
the blink.
6,000 and 7,000 head of livestock In
the district in need of food.
"A Heroic Boy" at the Y. M. C. A.
hall Sunday afternoon April 14, at
Monitor Despatches Aid.
3:30 o'clock.
Washington, April 11. The navy
com
The regular weekly services will department has Instructed the
Am
monitor
of
the
officer
be held tomorrow evening in tem manding
two
send
to
at
Memphis
phitrite
Monteflore.
ple
whale boats equipped with supplies
Dr. Gilbert Bancroft In "Hoodooa and food Into Arkansas county to asor Riddles of the Mind" tonight. Don't sist the flood sufferers.
Governor Donaghey of Arkansas
forget the date.
has appealed for aid for Forest City
"A 1700 B. C. and a 1900 A. D. and Wynne. The steamer Mary StuHero" at the association hall Sunday art and another vessel have been engaged to rescue refugees. Major Nor
April 14 at 3:30 cftflodk.
moyllee, the army quartermaster at
Don't miss that 88c shirt sale, full Memphis, reports that the army has
60,000
values at $1.25, 31.50, until Saturday purchased
rations, 50,000
night, onty at Taldhert's. the leading pounds of corn and two car loads of
corn shucks. Ten thousand rations
haberdasher, Douglas avenue.
have been placed at New Madrid
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Ayres are the Mo., 2,000 at Caruthersville, and 18
parents of a Tmby girl born yester- 000 at Golden Lake and Pecan Point,
day at the Becker sanitarium. The Ark. At the latter points are 3,000
little one weighs eight pounds.
refugees. Major Normoyilee reports.

Hand Each Other Bunches.
Washington, April 11. Taft head
quarters today issued the statement
declaring that the "talk of a compro
mise candidate is a Roosevelt offer to
save their faces."
Senator Dixon, at the Roosevelt
asset-.- l
that t'.'eic
headquarters,
would not be a compromise candi
date. Colonel Roosevelt Is the dark
horse, the gray horse, the white
s
horse," he said. "The Roosevelt
one
to
not
turned
will
be
any
else."
"The threat of Roosevelt forces to
contest the southern delegates now In
the Taft column Is a farce," said a
Taft statement. "There is nowhere
any physical evidence of any such
contest except In Mississippi."
Contests over southern delegations,
it Is understood, will be under direc
tion of OrmBby McHarg for the
Roosevelt committee and former
United States Senator Dick of Ohio
for the Taft forces.
de.e-gate-

the
Desperate Situation at Luxora.
Knights of Columbus will hold Its
Memphis, Tenn., April 11. With
regular meeting tonight In the O. R. the upper rivers falling today optimisC. ball. It is expected that a large tic reports come from r.il except one
number of the members will be pres of the flooded points along the Misent.
At
sissippi river above Memphis.
.
desp9r-ateis
situation
the
Ark.,
Luxora,
A mass meeting for boys will he
The base of the levee is weakenheM rn the association hall Sunday
ing and those who know the waterafternoon, April 14, at 3:30 o'clock, way say the chances for holding the
whtcn time Rev. Edward Burns Mar- - embankment are discouraging.
ton of Idaho Springs, Colo., will
speak on the subject of "A 1700 B. C.
Levees Holding Strongly
and a 1900 A. D. Hero." All heroic
New
Orleans, La., April 11. The
boys net ween the ages of 8 and IS Mississippi river levees in the Fourth
year sare invited to this meeting and district, extending from near
,
are requested to bring their whistles
to
at
the
the
jetties
Mississippi,
with them.
mouth of the river, are holding firmly, according to Captain C. O. Sherrill
TO BEGIN.
INVESTIGATIONS
of the United States engineering
April 11. Charges
Washington,
corps. The statement affirmed conthat Wall street influences were fidence in the efficiency of the leveess
blocking the house committee on to withstand the increasing force of
banking and cmrrenoy resulted in the the rising waters. .
announcement today that the "money trust" Inquiry would begin April
17. The Inquiry also will be pressed
MARTIN DELOADO NAMED
by three other committees
Vlcks-burgh-

FOR TOWN TREASURER
Will Want

no Other.

Than Any GcCart in The Market
WE WILL BE PLEASED

TO SHOW
YOU

J.

The

THE

BEST

MADE

T

C. JOHNSEN

&

SON.

Graaf & Hay ward Go. Store
THE HOME. OF QUALITY

KansasCity

POPULAR WEST SIDE MERCHANT

Good Family
Washing

Contains More Salient Features

You will find the Choicest of
and Native Beef, Pork, Mutton and Veal.
v

Also
Fish, Chicken, Turkeys, Sausages of all kinds.

e,

'Pboor call brings our wagon.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
81

AT

TRUSTEES

MEETING
OF
LAST NIGHT

Mayor-eleLorenzo Delgado and
other officials of the town of Las Vegas, including members of the board
of trustees, met last night for the
purpose of organization. Martin Delgado was appointed treasurer and
Gutierrez was named as policeman. Both qualified and announced
their.readlness to enter upon their new
duties this morning. The meeting was
attended by the officials named and
Clerk Luis Aral. Chester Hunger,
newly Appointed town attorney, also
was present.
The new town officers show a great
deal of Interest In their duties and
there probably will be mro.es noticeable Improvements made during the
coming two years., The appointments of the new mayor have been
particularly well received.

617 Douglas

n

A. A. Sena received a letter thls
morning from Pfcntada, informing Urn
of the death of two grandchildren of
Solome Martinez. Mr. Martinez was
a member of the constitutional

species-

Lettuce

-

Wo Each

Radishes Etc.
We always have the best'of
Everything Eatable

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. STORE.

Large plants that will bloom this year.
507 Stub Stmt

THE

PERRY ONION & SON

2

-

Between
and Electric

Big Fight is on

the Sun
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best of it Because it
and Night.
Put up an Electric Sign Mr.
Merchant you can then talk to
Works Both

Day

the People in the
Get

Evening.

our Electric Advertising

Proposition.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

Jefferson Reynolds President
Hal.'ett Reynolds Cashier
H.' Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
Stephen R Davis Vice President
E. D. Reynolds Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital.

$100,000

Surplus, and Undividbd Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

COAL AND WOOD
NUT

SUGARITE LUMP

of

and retail
wholesale;
mmm D. W. G

FERNDELL

JAM
AND SUGAR)

MOTHER
Used to Make.

30c Per Jar

RICHER'

is

Time Deposits

Try a Glass

(PURE FRUIT

The Shasta Daisies are the largest and finest of the
They are perfectly hardy and should be planted now.

Asparagus

York Democrats Harmonious
New York, April 11. The program
of the democratic state convention
here today, to select New York's 90
delegates to the Baltimore convention, called for but a one day session and indications were not lacking
ing that the gathering would be harmonious. Three of the four delegates
at large had been agreed upon over
night It was announced they would
be Governor Dlx, Senator O'Gorman
and Charles F. Murphey. The fourth,
would be former
it was believed,
Judge Alton B. Parker. There was
no change in the plan agreed upon to
have the delegation adopt the unit
rule.
A strong plank calling for a downward revision of the tariff, endorsement of the administration of Governor Dix and the commendation of the
party's legislatve program in the naare
tional house of representatives
features of the platform.
After an hour's delay the convention was called to order and Secretary
Van Zantvoord was chosen temporary
chairman. After committees on re
solutions, permanent organization and
to select delegates at large and pass
upon district delegates had been appointed, the convention adjourned
until later.
The platform as submitted by the
declared
committee on resolutions
that evils of public life in the United
States could be traced to the tariff
bills enacted by a republican congress. The efforta of the democratic
majority of the house of representatives to reduce the tariff were endorsed and President Taft was denounced
for vetoing the tariff bills last August The republican party was accused of deceiving the people in that

Subscribe for The Optic.

Everyone Loves Daisies

Cauliflower

Is Now On DisplayM. GREENBERGER.

New

Just Like

Native and California
Vegetables

Spinach

CHOSEN

ct

is only possible by the process used by an
modern steam laundry.
Our methods are exaat,
scientific, hygienic. Theue
is absolutely no possibility
of your clothing being other
than sanitary when returned from our plant.
And this is well worth
The safety
considering.
from having your clothes
handled by careless unclean
hands amid unsanitary surroundings is worth more
than the slight extra cost
over washerwoman service.

Phone Main

OUR ENTIRE SPRING LINE

of

HAVE ARRIVED
V(mi

SPLIT

TRACK OF FLOOD

and 50c, Duncan,

The Las Vegas council

35c Each

11, 1912.

MICHIUAN

Trj a arum of Old Taylor bourbon
the Opera bar.
A

Article that you have purchased
from us that don't come up to

G

FEVER FOLLOWS ON

LOCAL NEWS

We Stand Back

APRIL

THURSDAY,

OND ON

its pledges of tariff devision had
been fulfilled, as alleged, by a revision upwards.
Governor Dlx's administration of
state affairs was warmly commended.
After the recess permanent organization was effected with Representative John J. Fitzgerald of Brooklyn
as chairman. The committee on delegates presented the names of four
delegates at large and district dele
gates to the Baltimore convention.
There was no opposition. They are
Governor John A. Dix, United States
Senator James A. O'Gorman, Alton B.
Parker and Charles F, Murphy.
The platform was ' unanlimjsly
adopted.
Roosevelt Claims Missouri.
Clayton,. Mo., April 11. The St
Louis county republican convention
sprang a surprise here today on the
Taft leaders by electing a solid

Roosevelt delegation to the state convention. The 34 delegates, according
to the Roosevelt leaders, insure
Roosevelt's control of the convention
and will give him the four delegates-at-larg- e
from Missouri.
The resolu-Ho- n
did not instruct the delegates but
the Roosevelt leaders were careful to
see that none but Roosevelt men
got
on the delgatlon.
GETTING

AFTER

S. P.

Phoenix, April 11. Declaring that
the boilers of the Southern Paoiflc
rail company's engines were not prop,
eriy inspected and that the lives of
traveling public and the company's
employes were endangered, the trainmen of Yuma Arizona,
petitioned
Governor Hunt today to take action
to change the alleged conditions. The
matter was referred to the ooroora.
tion commission, which will invest!- gate.

